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$2.00 P
$1.60.
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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 9,
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LOCAL AFFAIR'S
NKW ADVKKTI^RMENTS Trtls

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

Silvy’H

uncle,

\\KKK

Judge

“Fighting Fourth” Victory Loan

alization

effect. Sept. 29, 1918

MAILS CLOSB

plans of subscription

boys

There”—Buy

Now

Arrive from the
west 4.40 p m.

(Until Oct 21)
8.19

west

a

Haynes’ Latest Specials

Closes for

m.

ending

2.>c

qt, 12 l-2c

pkg, 12 l-2c

Maple Flavor,

Midnight Tuesday,
8, 1918.

at

Teuiperature

Potatoes,

Jiffy Jell,

kLLSWORTH.

raidnight.j

4am

Cape Cod Cranberries.

IN

Ending

at

54

Sat

48

Sun

49

—

Mon
Tues

38

—

38

38—

Weather
conditions

forenoon

m

—

rain.fair
5756476J

lb, 31c

Climax Tea,

lb, 42c

The parish meeting and supper of the
Unitarian church, called for this evening,

Climax Coffee,

lb, 22c

Overland and

Willys Knight Cars,

Northeast

have

Harbor

i>slmera

Dorothy McGown,

i’"

r\*rd

touring car, (rood condition.

j

-PUBLIC AUTO service:-

j

Storage Roodi for Fifty Cars
\t

**t

To!. 12.* :t

!**♦»♦, Ellsworth, Me.

New

who

is

attend-

York-Bar

son

from

Emiuous,

an

who has

attack of influenza.

arrived home

enables

us

to reduce the

price

of

our

famous

COFFEE,

formerly 28c,

American

house, listed at f7,U0U, is given
Dr. C. C. Know lion

MIKADO

the

week

as

Tapley Building, 69 Main 8t.

Action

institution

six

He is
years ago.
feet eight inches

five

as

the

which he

blue overalls and

and

a

were

Thursday forenoon,
Six

officiating.

tall,

friends escorted

many

25c A POUND

Telephone 146*11

Ked Cross
until
will

SERVICE

chemical

warfare

of the

son

service

the same owing to a large stock ordered before the latest advance
kinds of flags.
Dew line of “FASHIONETTE” HAIR NETS, 16c each, two for 25c; when sent
2c for postage.
Urge line of “RUST CRAFT” GIFT NOVELTIES.
Edison Diamond Disc Phonographs ami Records.
are
°o all

A

J. A. THOMPSON,

in

prices

by mail.

IV!ain Street

&

SON

afternoon

^Presenting some of

the leading

companies

Two Ford Cars
DAVID LINNEHAN
1,1 'PKmc
tlT-a
p*»bll« Oar

Day

rllaworth.
or Ni^ht

of this and foreign countries

Storage Battery Repairing
and Recharging

For Sale
Me.

Starting Motors and Generators Repaired
A. R. ROYAL
66 State St.,

next

now

theatre iu
on

C »urt

House.,

Ellsworth.

H.

M.

Hall

rooms

next

from 2 to 4

to

;
1

possible
pneumonia.

her home here.

Mr. Hamilton

conducting a moving-picture
Dorchester, at present closed

the

return

to

influenza. His mother
Dorcnester with him for

winter, after the epidemic has sub-

sided.

exposure.

formed
I

bat

to

her

influenza

quarantinabie.
By “notifiable”
physicians, from

t ne

should

of Keuben

when

young.

two weeks ago of the

only child,

Hamilton,
His
same

but

wile

disease.

left
died
Their

aughter, twelve years old,
is now ill in the Rhode island hospital.
The remains were accompanied
by an
a

ia
now

caaea

ia

Mr. Flood
to the

caaea

under

quarantine,
isolation

to

of

a

include
person

a

to

use

its

grieved

E.

judgment

as

*se

in

subscription

of their

order tha

.he

names

Salisbury

of

Carmel

ha&

are

He

was

and

a

Schoppee.

Bernard Small, who has been visitiug Mr. Small’s mother, Mrs. Willard
Puillips, has ielurued to Cherry ueta.
Mrs.

Arthur

Sweeney, wife and little daughMarguerite, of Bangor, are spending
w’ith Mr. Sweeaey’s parents, Charles Sweeney and wife.
The many friends of Harry Maddocks,
who has been seriously ill of influenza at
his home at Wilton, are pleased to hear of
ter

their vacation

was

son

bis recovery.

had lived

was

held at

LAKtWOOn.
Madison

Miss Sadie
work in

Mrs.

a

at

atter

several

I

automois

giving

Aby Garland, A. H. Garland, Norris
Scott Moore, Gary Moore, Clarence

j Moore,
■

W. L. Kemp is suffering with

are

Franklin has returned to her

Massachusetts,

Charles O. Garland has a Ford
bile for the R. F. D. route, and
satisfactory service.
I

Lowell,

Garlaud

hatchery.

months with her sister here.

this

M. J.
Mass., Tuesday.

all

Nelson

and

the Green Lake

the home

Barron arrived home from

Garland,

L.

E.

Hoyt, Ralph

Sargent,

Martin A. Garland of Lakewood and W.
R. Ashe of Green Lake have been

picking

j up pulp on the meadow for the Green
Lake Timber Co. They have it all in the
Miss Julia H. Barron has gone to Bates

sprained
college
Mrs.

modified

case.

return

promptly,
reported.

work for Hillard

learning

on

DOLLAKDTOWN.

notifiable

shoulder.

for her
J.

A.

sophomore
Stackpole

river.

year.
and

daughtei

spent last week at Ellsworth Falls.

room

to the need

tb

| been visiting Mrs. Jcnness MiG -wn.
!
Mrs. Carl Johnson and baby El >cile
! visiting iu Aroostook county,

Flood late Sun-

Vin Smith

has received

news

of

the

death of his

own

and

N1COLI.V

was

The funeral

Flood.

persona ill of

quarantine in each specific

for.

request subscribers to make
payments promptly, aad solic-

Mrs. Martha

lot.

it does not mean the quarantine of entire
houses, buildings or premises, which is
npracticable. The local board of health
for

$5,518 27

nearly all his life. He was a general
favorite, and had many friends. He leaver
besides his parents, four sisters—Mrs. B,
S. Jellison, Mrs. W. B. Cram, Mrs. Joseph
Patterson and Miss Laura T. Flood, and
three brothers -Herbert, Percy and Leon

be disease.

n

may be

been in-

the

subscribed

here

of the disease

only

or

was

Harry

His age was thirty years.
of Asa C. Flood and wife,

or

By “quarantin-

meant that

Ellsworth’s

banks

blanks

afternoon, Rev. J. W. Tickle
officiating. Interment was in the family

that

bonds

itors to make
79

taken ill at Mattawamkeag.
employed, and was brought
hospital early Saturday morning.

where he

on, are required
of the diaeaae to

be

placed

The

been added

are

also

are

towns in the

not

tbeir first

day afternoon, of pneumonia, at the Eastern Maine
general hospital at Bangor.

here

meant

local board of health.

enza, were brought here to-day for burial
in Woodbine cemetery.
Mr. Hamilton
was born in Lamoirie, thirty years ago,

community

of the death of

and

nble”

son

has

other

solicitors.

parents, W. H. Brown and wife.

The

by the fcitate department of health

epidemic

Sedgwick

are over or

to

the

are

Dwight Fitzmorris of Allston, Mass.,
has joined his wife here for a visit with

intrant triable.

the list of diseases that

on

and

j

—

have

that

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Victor Anderson and wife of Bangor,
spent a few days recently with Mr. AnderGeorge Black and Miss Kate Des- son’s
parents, Sven Andersou an.l wife.
mond of Bangor are here, called here by j
Lyman DeWitt has gone to Moiuncus to
the death of Harry E. Flood.

accompanying

health

been

Mrs.

! kind.”

boards of

I

$79920
441 59

Adjourned.

build up your power of resistance, which is the chief factor in preserving health during an epidemic of this

Local

sales

90

Applications for State-aid of Nancy E.
E. Linnehan, dependent
mothers, and Minnie E.Clough, dependent
wife, of soldiers, were granted.

yourself fit,

influenza

already

incomplete

are so

dozen

a

Jordan, Mary

care

by law to report

The remains of Daniel J. Hamilton, wbo
at Crauslou, K. 1., Oct. 6, ol influ-

there

Take

|

1 3 85

Grand total.

lays the
pneumonia by too early
of your colds, keep

liable to

have

top, but reports from

close to it.
date amount to about

| county

SO. 1.

1,240

the army.
war gas in-

fever

ns

Liberty loan camwell in Hancock

reported in the sales ua;;i wile first
On the other uaqd,
payment is made.
*190 00 in some cases
payments have been made
i
52 72
j at the hanks where the subscription
7 01
blanks have not been turned iu by the

Highway.

mild form of the influenza

even a

died

the

The

$3.5ti8

of

forerunner of influenza

a

patient

receive

account of the

will

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Mrs.

Ked Cross

suspended

(

George U. Hamilton and wile motored
here from Dorchester, Mass., last week,
and are spending a few weeks with his
I
is

—KfttabHslied 1807-

been

ill.

auy finished work tuat may be brought
iu. At the same lime yarn will be distributed fora rush order for twenty sweaters.

mother at

C. C. BURRILL

nol.ce.

at the

ive

was

as

a

board

ROLfr.

gustus W. Clark and wife of Ellsworth,
has beeu commissioned a major in the

Clark,

for

the

East brook

over, and half

ad-

follows:

8.

Common schools.
High school.

H.

reserve

mother, who

meetings b

further
be

Friday

FLAGS

Price*

for her

No.

accounts

late Au-

Harold

550.

The

an

m

TEACHERS’ ROLL,

military salute

a

as

Permanent side wai k.

body to

the gras’e.

over

cause

eyesore.

It calls
page 4.
itter before the

on

STREET COM.

has euliated.

care

an

printed

is

passed

Roll of

EDWARD H. BAKER
Optometrist

to

full

Several tow

the town chairmen

unsightly ruins on
east of the bridge,

long been

in

to

Fourth

as over

Towns

Top

County Chairman Whiting is not prepared
to give out any definite figures.
Stonington was the first town in the
county reported over the top.
Hancock,
with an allotment of $9,800, has sold $16,-

action of the board
resolution

was

fired

LOAN.

$60,000
The banks in Ellsworth report
that
of aldermen at its regular meeting the |
solicitors
have
turned
in
I
many
-ubscripfirst Monday evening in November.
tion blanks without the initial paym-ut
Rolls of accounts were
as

C. S. COTTLE

day

just

street

hearing in the

buggy.

Saturday to Wednesday inclusive

removal of the

vertisement

H. P. Hopkins celebrated | with the introduction of gas in battle,
the fourteenth
of
their the chemical warfare service has become
anniversary
a branch as the artillery, the
! wedding last Saturday evening, euter- ! as distinct
or the
aviation sections, and
laming fourteen friends at their home I infantry
One horse, harness, rubber-tired
!
an important part both in combaton Birch avenue.
Dancing was enjoyed, plays
ing the effect of gas attacks by the enemy
and delicious refreshments were served.
and in using gas in the offensive.
Dr. F. F. Siuioulon of Tbompsonville,
The board of health of Ellsw’orth has
Conn., formerly of Ellsworth, has entered
the service, and has been ordered to train- ordered the
closing of all
schools,
He has a captain’s churches, and the suspension of all public
ing camp in Georgia.
Licensed Dealer in Venison
commission.
Dr. and Mrs..Simon ton have gatherings, as a precaution against the
been
visiting relatives and spread of the influenza. Meetings of all
recently
i fraternal
friends in Maine.
organizations are also sus■
|>ended until further notice. Dr. King of
Word wag received »u hdlswortb yesterthe health hoard reports that there are
day of the death m Franklin of Miss
cases of the influenza in Ellsworth,
Kuby Cousins, who for Home time bad j many
: of varying degrees, distinguished from orGraduate
oeen employed in the home of
O. W.
i binary colds by the high run of fever,
At Ellsworth Office, 65 Oak St. Tapley in ibis city. Miss Cousins was
i Every cold,” he says, “should be treated
called to her home iu Franklin last Thurs-

mil,

the

resolution

Mr. and Mrs.

For Sale,

important
adoption of a

the

Bridge.
Supervisor Hagan, jr.
State-aid road.

Ellsworth, where

40-3

County

progressing

reported
;

was

Main

reserves

the

Fighting

The

Other aldermen present
(ward 2), Brown and Moore

Moore

which have

Mt.

Hancock

paign is

The most

cap.

Rev. J. D.

naval

LIBERTY

Over the

(ward 4).

held at the Catholic church in

was

Several

of the mayor.

blue

buried at

was

Un-

of

>1aiu Street.

held

was

dent

Calvary cemetery, Ellsworth, Thursday
The
afternoon, with military honors.
body reached Bar Harbor Wednesday, and
during the afternoon laid in state at her
home, the Bar Harbor house, with a squad
of naval reserves as guard of honor.
The

and

fl2,500.

jumper,

Removal

on

Monday evening, PresiWescott presiding in the absence county.

ment

de-

wore a

for

1

body of Miss Frances Donovan, Red
at Camp Dix, N. J.,

Cross nurse, who died
Monday of last week,

Bar Harbor

expects to leave this

medical

FOURTH

regular meeting of the city govern-

The

corps, in This is the outgrowth of the
His call for ser- I vestigations of the bureau of mines, with
vice probably will soon follow,
lie will which work Mr. Clark has been conbe greatly missed iu Ellsworth.
i nected the past year. In modern warfare,
for

tion

to

Real Estate

Telephones: Office 14, Residence

as

from Ells-

He

Taken

sightly Ruins

con-

given
are not

the

funeral

Portland, to take his examina-

for

TAPLLY

at

known

were

or

O’Brien

Ellsworth

hospital

to

The

Mrs. Shea

his

W.

Insurance and

ex-

worth five

suit,

Monday.

f3,455.7S5.d2. The total of
holdings, which includes

an

were

weight about 178 pounds.

inventory of the estate of the late
John Cassidy of Bangor places the total at

Carry

Fire To-Night?

a

in Vir-

committed
scribed

j

An

Cash and

O.

conliberty.
They
sidered dangerous.
One of the men is
Carl Meader, aged twenty-one, who was

recovered

now

make

siderable

27.

her

will

former home

their escape.
The men
“trusties,” and as such

Mrs. Patrick Shea went to

Camp Devens
week, called there by the illness of

Mrs. Greene

Bank
.Marne

Suppose You Should Have

Bangor, while working: in the potato held
hospital Monday afternoon, made

Harbor

last

County Savings

Hancock
Ellsworth,

at the

express
made its last trip for the season
Iasi I
service on
the
Mt.
Sunday. Sunday
Insert
branch
will
coutinue
until
October

flowing riven, some people follow tbe lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easv but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Hank.
a

CITY MFF.TIXtt.

of iniJuenea.
The

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

bield at Aurora to-morrow,
Mathews of Ellsworth officiat-

Three inmates of the insane

daughter of Mr. and
has been critically ill
She is
i the past few days.
reported as
! slightly improved to-day.

good condition. $360.

the
Mrs.

from

moval.

Bryant & Stratton business colj lege iu Boston, arrived home Saturday
! night, the school being closed on account

touring car, in good condition. $450.

Hunk touring car,

in

age.

many friends in Ellsworth,
had s ent much of the time

tended visit at her

Sarah, younger
Mr«. G. 8. Foster,

Miss

her

they have made many warm
friends who sincerely regret their re-

Mrs. Jonathan L'figley was called to
Portsmouth, N. H last week, l»y the illness oi her son Perry and taiuily.
At last
reports they were all improving.

CARS

she

yesterday,

of

Ellsworth

to their

]

N. Y.

there by automobile.
Mr.
family w ill make their home
Lynchburg, Va., where Mr. Smith has
position.
During their residence in

in

Among other promotions published by
the war office recently is that of LieutT
M. L. ilall of ELsworth, to be captain of
iufii ntry.

Oarford Trucks

prepared to receive subscriptions and to Rtteud to all detail
Ask us regarding any particulars not fully understood.

same.

Smith and
a

ing the

SECOND-HAND

trip

Ellsworth for the winter.

resuMs,

E., widow of Henry Rowe, died

Mrs. Lewis M. Smith and little daughter, and Mrs. Stuart Greene left this
morning for Virginia.
They will join
Mr. Smith in Portland, and make the

re-

the desired

at the officers’

course

Plattsburg,

camp at

ing.

postponed.

Frank M. Gay nor and wife

GARAGE

start will aid and encourage in bringing about
an early as well as a liberal subscription.

urge

has al-

funeral will be

Pure Lard, 20-lb tub.

‘CASH AND CARRY” GROCER
ELLSWORTH

short

a

He

daughter, Mrs. J. T. Giles. She
leaves also three sons, Ernest E., Henry
A. and Wilson A., all of Aurora.
The

Mrs. Karle

pkg, 10<*

we

This bank is

with her

Hmitta, who has been seriously ill of pneumonia, is reported as
better to-day.

Wyandotte Cleanser,

report at any time.

had

where

—

from

good

A

q/'Ellsworth.Macve

Rowe

cloudy

adjustment

than

Union’Mtst Company

year

.51

pkg, 10c

in

This loan is to be

Paul

Aurora

.10

30 per cent with interest

c. n.

Wendell

eighty-eighth

H. Donovan, who has been seriously ill,
improving.

home

Jan. 30, 1919,

20

16, 1919

at

pneumonia.

at her home in

is

turned

wife

20 per

Jan.

and recommended for the officers’ training camp at Camp Lee. Va. He expects

Sarah

Mrs. J.

qt. jar, 17<*

of bis

Dec. 19, 1918

Paul Tapley has
University of Maine.
been appointed corporal of company C,

training

itation

Superba Mince Meat,

Grandmother Marmalade’s

telegram Mon-

a

he death

t

Tapley,

ready taken

68-

hus been

received

per cent

and

orders to

afternoon

10
20

by the regular

left about two weeks ago for a visit to her
mother, and was taken ill soon after her
arrival. She leaves besides her husband,

Precip-

fair,cloudy cloudy,rain

54—

39-

application
21,1918

With

or

York, after a
Mr. Perry,
who is employed hv L. W. Jordan, moved
here only a few months ago.
His wife

Rev. K. B.

20c

(•an,

Wed
Thur*
Fri

12

Wed-

home in New

L. Moore and

| From observations
taken at the powet
station of the Bar Harbor <& Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

“Cash and Carry*’ Savings

SILVY’S

Full payment may be made on or before Oct. 24,
government insta lment payments as follows:
1918.

Whitcomb, John
Osgood have enlisted in the student training corps at the

postofflce half

at

campaign of the Fourth Liberty Loan will open on Sept. 28 and
They are to be 4% per cent, bonds and dated Oct. 24,

until Oct. 19.

continues

regarding

Oct.

I

heard next

celling

The

of

be decid-

can

two children.

WEAl'HKK
Week

For

will be

illness of

Paul D.

1. A. HAYNES,

Tuesday

here

thRt

Nov.

her mother’s

AT POSTOFFICR

Registered mail should be
hour before mall closes.

Karo

cases

Liberty Loan

the previous ones, consequently
materially larger
our allotments are correspondingly increased.
This means that for Ellsworth
and Hancock County to reach or exceed their quotas, the subscriptions must
be increased in numbers and amounts over the previous issues.

short

Going Wbst-io.iOr m; 5.60 p m.
Going East—«. 16 a m; 8.40 p ni.

Sundays.

ca’ses

Willard Perry
day announcing

Day*.

an

<1 llis Sweet

will be

nesday.

From Wbst-6 47 am; 4.16 p in.
From East—11.11. a m; 6.23 p m.

payments—just buy!

Help

Fourth

him without jury trials. This
will include uncontested divorces. Natur-

POBTONPICIi.

ELLSWORTH

Week

“Over

Philbrook

next week to hear

MAILS RIXtlVED.

the

aSBcrtiarmruta.

ed before

In

No. 41.

(

Hamilton’s

fluenza,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT

\

A. W.

Mr.

Owing to the prevailing epidemic of inthe October term of the supreme
court, which was to have opened here today, has been adjourned without date.

garage
for sale or to rent

BUY BONDS
TO-DAY!

4 IRTIBID AS SR0OND- CLASS If ATTAR
AT THR RLL8WORTH POJ-TOFFICE.

1918.

Archer, of Attleboro, Mass.,
business partner,
Robert J. Steen of Cranston.

and

House
E H Baker—Optometrist
0 8 Cottle—Cash aud carry
J A Haynes*-Cash and carry
Notice—T E Hale, city clerk
Notice of foreclosure—J Frank Greene

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

All

meruan.

sister, Mrs. Bowker, at Lynn,
Mrs. Bowker was born
Mass., Sept. 30.
of
Libbeus
and
here, the daughter

>

J

Frances Smith.

She leaves two cbildren.
Williams and Lewis Bowker,

Mrs. Tracy
both of Lynu.

COMING KVKNTS.

Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 23
24, at Hancock hall—Methodist fair.

and

FAIR DATES.

Nov. 14, at Hancock hall—County seed
show and annual meeting of Hancock
County Farm Bureau.

PERMIT FARMERS
EXCHANGE WHEAT
FOR FLOUR SUPPLY
Pledge Agreeing

Sign

Mult

Orono,

as

—By
signing
pledges agreeing to
same

amount

wheat Hour substitutes in all wheat
bread as other con
sumers
the farmers
in this state will be
permitted te secure their supply of
wheat flour
in exchange
for their
own wheat at the mills
It has long been
the
custom of
farmers bringing their own wheat to
receiee in exchange their annual supply of flour
Nothing In the present
Food Administration regulations pre
rents the continuation of this custom except that the general wheat
conserratlon
rules
wheat
require
flour to be dellrered only with one
for each four
pound of substitutes
pounds of wheat flour.
Such substitutes cannot always be
handled by small country mills, and
a year’s supply of some of the sub
stitutes is
likely to spoil. Under
these circumstances it has been considered desirable where fairness are
willing to pledge a strict compliance
with the program
of the Food Adof

ministration to permit
the dellyery
of flour to them without substitutes
in exchange of their own wheat.
larmers

Many

to

ease

provided

substitutes,

with

compliance
tration

ineir

own

and
desired in
force them to buy other

substitutes,
this

grow
it is not

that

Food

the
can

program

be

proper

Adminisobtained

without this requirement.
It is pointed out by the Food Ad
who are
farmers
ministration that
unwilling to sign the pledges may
still obtain wheat flour on the same
individuals
by purbasis as other
market.

the

chase in

Millers in Maine have been authorised upon the signing of the pledges
to farmers
flour
to deliver wheat
The amount of
without substitutes
must not
wheat flour so delivered
exceed the amount which can be actually extracted from the farmer's
wheat, and in determining the
own
amount of flour necessary for actual
should refarmers
requirements,
member they must certify that they
will use at least 20 per cent of sub
stitutes

with

standard flour

There Is nothing In the Food confarmer
a
prevents
trol Act which
from selling wheat of his own proor persons
to any person
duction
mil
Any person bringing wheat to a
for grinding.
presenting a certlfl
the

that

cate

same

was

have

produced

flour

from

Ir

the

Maine,
may
wheat up to an amount not to exceed
his annual requirements provided hi
takes with each four pounds of stan
dard flour one pound of wheat flour
are resubstitutes
substitutes No
qu.red with graham or whole wheat
flour.

MUST 6ECURE LICENSE.
The Food Administration has called attention to the fact that shippers of hay, potatoes, and apples, except farmers who are marketing products of their own growing, are required to take out a license Persons
commodities should
shipping these
make application to the License Division of ihe United 8tates Foed Administration, Washington, D. C„ tor
such license.

a

20

of

an economy
wheat.

of

the

as

ot

mean a

meet

care.ess

one

way

may be sugsuffering, but it dots

Cross work

Red

must

uiiiid to

oi

toe exclusion

that in

keep

cneernmy helprattier, that tbe

ing in tbat line. Tbiuk,
help given is going to ease some soldier’s
condition, or, perhaps, to save bis life.
One of tbe blessings of Ibis conflict is
tbetacituat all classes

Class distinctions

uiatretH.

for tbe

are,

part, done away with, and tbe busy
workers, side by side, can help each other
in tbe various duties they are asked to
most

perform,

of mutual

so a cbaiu

helpfulness

encircle, as it were, tbe world.
Anni Steese Richardson, who has returned from a trip to France, in tbe
can

Woman’*
many things

page of October

“Soldiers All”
Home

Companion, writes
mfoimiug and interesting.

which
co^y

are

1

few of them:

a

give their best and most
effective support through letters. There is
nothing so important in your wat }-»b as tbe
letters you write—aud this is true, whether
the man to whom you write is your son,

folk*

Home

story of the hen coop, strapped to the
right-hand aide of ruy roadster. They seemed
to Immensely enjoy the trip, but here they
have

cau

your husband, your sweetheart, your most
disUut young relative, or your neighbor’s
boy. Let e « must be frequcoi, for some are
lost. Do uot wait uutil you receive a letter
received.” I did
“Yours of the
stating
not receive a single letter during my stay in
Frai.ce. They never caught up wit! me.
Aud. oh, how I n ed to wonder what had

in

put

lime being

their

rav-

n<>usly

hungry, although I have fed them well and
times a day.
The sea-air has so
sharpened their appetites, and as chi k u
feed, as well as all other kinds, is very high,
these eight biddies *eeme<*»to have understood that, and have been laving right along
without moulting, and when one became
broody, soon gave it up under my treatment.
Thus we have had plenty of eggs for our own
family use all summer from these eight hens.
several

I remember that

days spoke of be

a

in my -young
fowl.
But

neighbor

us as

barnyard

with us. out here, that does not seem proper,
for we have too few barnyards. There is the
henyard, independent; then, as iu our case,
there may be a garage close by. There are
no heaps
of barnyard manure for hens to
scratch over. My chickens, I repeat, have
given me a good deal of pleasure, as I fed
them
and watched their maneuvers, and
they helped us out with our Hooverizing
s
bit.
quite
The youug chickens, excepting a stunted
one. have growu to be almost as large as the
old bens, and luckily they are all pullets but
two.
I will soon take them back from their
vacation.—Bcsas*.
How

considerate you
such a

were, Susan, to
vacation by tbe

give your bens
sea!

1 mistake—it

not

was

really

a vaca-

tion.
Aunt Madje.

NORTH

CASTINE.

—

happened in my

business
lucidly. If he
to perform any Ausiuess service
asks you
for him, do it promptly and let him know it
asks

has been done. Don’t dodge his questions
simply because you think things are not
going right. If they are going wroug for you.
it is part of your war job at home to set
them right. Wheuyou nave uuraveled tne
snarl, write him a letter which breathes, uot
tbe trouble you have had, but the efficiency
you have shown. Keep your petty troubles,
your family quarrels, your aches and pains,

yourself; but straighten

tbe big things over which the
house might worry.
I
emphasize these points,

boys emphasized
man

them

home

news,

wants

to

report

out aud

me.

news

man

of

Mrs.

Orrin

tut

»nu)

oruei

me

for

her

your

The
a

friends

snip*

ooiDpiiBumeul
lui to

some

of

ana
our

hope they
readers.

Huntington Beach, Cal., slept. 1, 1D18.
Dear ikhI .uadgr:
If for no other reason—aud there are many
other reason*—I feel amply paid fur uiy coming here iu the fuu and pleasure I have had
feediug my cbtckeLS. I call them all chickthem aie
ens, but eight of
laying bens;
the other ten were hatched .ast March, and
were small when I brought them here in thf

Willard

blood.—Advt.

SetumfnsRu*

It is N>ir at Hand to Hundreds
of Ellsworth Readers.

neglect

an

aching biok.
the kidneys’ cry for

Backache in often

help.
Neglect

hurrying to the kidneys’ aid
means that urinary troubles may follow,
Or danger of worse kidney trouble.
Here’s Ellsworth Falls testimony.
C. W. Smith, prop, blacksmith shop,
• State St., says: “I used Doan’s Kidney
several

Pills

years

ago.

I

have

con-

siderable lifting to do at my work and
my back got in pretty bad shape. There
was a steady, dull pain across my kidneys
and I felt miserable. My kidneys didn’t
act regularly. I got Doan’s Kidney Pills
at C. fi. Alexander’s Drug Store, and after
using them for a week or two, iny trouble

«u<i<uU»uu£:ufe

disappeared

and I have been

every way since. Doan’s
helped me in every way.”
Price 00c, at all dealers.
ask fora
t

ney

Pills

had.

i

T.

Mauv ills come from impure blood. Can't
pure Wood with faulty digestion, 'azy
Burdock B! *od
liver, and sluggish bowels.
Bitters is tecommendel for strengthening
stomach, bowels and liver and purifying the

Don’t

new

Edward

have

.;s.iy other -u^esti.e things
in the article, lji 1 nave oei«.ciea some 01

the

week

BROTHERS

ARE

RECONCILED

Montana.

in

enjoved

he had

few

a

N. tf.

feeling
Kidney

St. I nuiB.—Two brothers who have
not spoken to each other for two years,
although' they slept in the some bed
anil ate at the same table, became
reconciled through their enlistment
in the Marine corps.
The boys are Dan and Angelo Tarantola of this city.
Dan is twenty
and Angelo eighteen.
They fell out
when Angelo broke up a game of marbles In which his brother was play-

the

same

that

Mr.

»

Kid-

Smith

Foster-Mil burn Co., Mfers., Buffalo

Bangor

A.

<5. Turner,

cl >#ed

out

blacksmith, bus

business here and

place

dedicated last

one

burne 1 last

Bangor

at

cutt’s

cove, where
luncheon served.

lire

was

Friday by

Much credit

Bucyrus. O—T^e problem of farm
help has been solved by Hus Spiegel,
Crawford county farmer.
•
Hitching three horses to a riding
plow Spiegel lets It follow him over

says.

Defends Kaiser—Hospital.
St. I-cuts. Nick Aurent.
thirty-two,
an Austrian, defended the
kaiscr'in an
argument in a saloon here. He wait
taken to the City hospital with several
scalp wounds. His assailant escaped.

school
is

auuual
evening.

have

the

the

lirag-

into

DeMeyer

in teaching
Miss Muriel Wilcmr

(or them.
Okm

PENOBSCOT

B. Condon and wife

Miss Bertha Perkins, who
visiting in C vtlne, is home.
Lida

Misa

a

home

came

Tuesday.

Boston

Grindle

dr*.

Parkins and

have gone to

bah

been

Augusta

Oil Town.

Mrs. Anna Howland and eons Bernard
H* ry. of Bangor, spent tiu
ei.d in town.
re
Percy Perkin* ami Edwin L-h< i,
ii*>nic from J) -rk
HaffK»r, where they

anu

j

ivf

fie*

pt

n

employed,

'db.
TjfillifTIfn'

X

YOUTH-TIME

was

a

The important time to lay
strong foundation for

robust manhood is while life is
young and the body developing. A growing child needs
every possible help to conserve
energy and confirm the body

in

vigorous health. To

a

developing child

SCOTT'S

EMULSION

with particular help.
Hunday comes
Harvey, Percy Rowe, j Thousands of the strong men
Miss Ruby Darling.
and women of today were m

Richardson hall

the campus.

Miss

Fla*; day

address.

raised

Arthur

over

H.

Dorothy

F.

Hughes

After
Then

Misses Florence A. Ladd

the

be,
of

flag

assisted

Dover

by
and

Goss of

salute

given by the school. The poem
and My Flag” by WiJbur A.

Charleston,

the

Neshlt was read roost impressively by
Miss Esther A. Lord of
The
Bangor.
wnicii

uad

beeu

rolled

scat

a Bownc, WoonficM. N. J.

---

HAIR BALSA*

I

Belpa to er»dlo»u to"*'*?'
For R~tori»< Cotor-to

lfc|gK5aggftS^!l

PHICHESTER

S

PILLS

flag

Flag

flag,

youth-time nourished and
strengthened to withstand VNn
the inroads of disease by the TUT
w
consistent use of Scott’*.

was

Carrie B.

service

Ridge.

SOUTH

illness in her fam-

_

was

the

on

working
Sept. 3).

8.

impressive were the exercises
connected with the flag-raising, Friday,

“Your

children

have moved

don house while Mrs.

Short but

by

They

meases.

1 of Winterport gave a history of the
flag
I in a most creditable manner, showing
! skill in the selection of essential and ini teresting points. She was followed by;
his 24-atfre farm as he goes ahead with Miss Agnes M. Young Df Ellsworth, who
another team driven to n cultivator. read with fine interpretation “The Naming
Tiie driverless team 1ms never made a of the Flag,” a part of President Wilson’s

skip, Spiegel

Huodcy

Eleanor

Mrs.

Clyde Shore y and
Sept. 30.

on

the

is due the commutee and

taking part.
Fred DeMyer’a

j

Ohio Farmer Hit on Plan of Cultivating and Plowing All in
One Trip.

part in

those

j

at

took

its
Sunday ictfool gave
at the church
Sunday

The

freak of naMrs. William
D. Halt and daughter j
uncovered recently, when Margaret Elizabeth are visiting m Dark
Dr. John FI. Bailey, medical director of Harbor. They will go to Rockland early
local hoard No. 22. refused to accept I in the week.
George W. Nicholson for the army be
Miss Kate Russell was called to her
cause his heart was on the wrong side,
j home in Kearsarge, N. H., by the sudden j
even though it was on his right.
Nich- death of tier mother.
olson is thirty years old und pleaded
Indoor basket-ball will begin in about
desperately to go. Some months ago two weeks. The members of last year’s
he tried to enlist, but was turned
who Dave returned to school are
down because he was under weight, I fquad
McCorrison, Young, Hanna, Hughes,
his
examiners
at
that
time
beLadd and Tripp. Only one of ;
ing unaware of his cardiac peculiar- Peasley,
has won the school mono- |
ities. When he was called for exam- ] these, Hughes,
Tne entering class contains some
(nation before the draft board Doctor gram.
excellent material, one of whom, Carrie j
Bailey made the discovery of the true
Goss of H. C. 1., has had considerable j
location of his heart.
basket-ball experience.
Guests

who hive

concert

*

were

home and

in

and

built

Pendleton of islesboio

Miss A rime
called home

a

Fairfield and

Boston,

school concert.

|

Patriot Who Tried Twice to Enlist
Has Cardiac Organ in Right
Breast
/

of

visiting here.
Louise Wilbur, who is attending
school in Ellsworth, spent the week-end

*

SIDE,

McPbee of

Jackson

Mias

post office.
The body of Miss Flora Allen, daughter
of Leander Allen, who dtad in Boston
last Tuesday, was broi.gh
home Friday.
Interment in Mt Warren cemetery.

Calvin Slurdee,
bo has t ecu iu trainHolland.—The burgoing at Camp Ltavens, oied Thursday,
master of Arnsberg, Westphalia, Gerof Spanish influenza.
His body
many, having failed in all endeavors Sept. J6,
was brought home to-day fcr burial in
to Induce the farmers of the neighborhood to bring In supplies, placed this Woodlawn cemetery.
Theodore
advertisement in the local paper as a
Redman, son of the tat*
final hope:
George W. Redman, who bad been em"This municipality will buy all agrl- ployed in* Massachusetts, was taken ill
cultural products for cash at govern- I Saturday morning and died the same eveilment prices.
Every person who deliv- ing. Hia body will be brought borne for
ers 100 pounds of bread grain or 300
interment.
Thkp.
pounds of potatoes will receive a
Sept. 30.
ticket entitling him to buy a bottle of
CA8T1NE.
brandy or rum at reduced prices from
the municipal cellars."
NORMAL SCHOOL NO I KS.
Within 24 hours the cellars were
A party of ten students and two teach
empty and the residents of Arnsberg era went on the first bike of the season on
enjoyed the first square meal they had Saturday. The route was from Castine t«
had for weeks.
West Brooksville on the Golden Hod,
thence to John B's mountain, wbica ten
HEART RIGHT
REJECTED of the party climbed, and then on to Or-

SOLVES FARM HELP PROBLEM

Edith

Myra

EASTftROOK..

the

Amsterdam,

grandHerbert in

Miss Mae French is

was

her duties

little

son

visiting their sister, Mrs. George
Crosby, have returned home.
Oct. 7.
M.

closed

April,

and

been

Miss Ha rah H. ("rookt-tt, who has spent
New York, returned borne
resume

of

last week.

Mrs.
Mrs.

his

Wednesday.

and will

receiving cona daughter,

are

birth

Crosby

Mrs. Howard

her vacation in

Saturday,

wife

daughter Edna visited her

Tne Methodist, cburcb recently erected
of the

visiting relatives

are

the

on

land.

in

daughter June of

V

vel to Port-

m

(ireti

born Oct. 6.

land.

"Ad" Emptied
Food Cellars In German
Town.

was

Bangor

Fred Mare and

drug business here an1 moved to Port-

Newspaper

Philadelphia.—Another

of

here.

Eugene Merrill and Thotnts Pitta Id left
to attend U. of M.

oui bis

the

on

below

spending a few days in town.
Eugene Lnughhn and little bod

Mrs.

SOUTH D4ER ISLE.

bis

operating

lake

are

Eugene

problems.

Small

been

the

AURORA.

Mrs. Ids Pert, who baa been visiting
in Portland, is borne.

W.

has

Mills and

gratulations

brother learned of it and came to the
trcln to bid him farewell.
After becoming reconciled there Dan decided
to Join the marines and be with his
brother.
So he enlisted two days later and
the brothers are now at Paris Island,
S. C., where they are again fast friends,
after two years’ pact of silence.

ture

ho

E.

Mrs. O.

Are.

Saturday
Philip

ice

brook, is yarding bi* log® to tbe like anl
they will be towed to Tbe Green Lake
Timber Co.*8 mill to be sawed this fall
Oct. 7.
G.

that

the

Oct. 7.

w

side of

eastern

leaving (or their

Howaru said

Mr.

Springe,

mis

some

“after-the-war*’

ing.
Angelo Joined the Marine corps. His

Pills

Don’t simple

kidney remedy—get Doan
—

tine in

days

repairing

The Green Lake Timber Co. has »urttl
operation* again at Green Lake. ii ba? a
crew in at Mountain poni and is
putting
in another at Northeast cove.
Henry

trip very much, hut
dount about coming to
He left Montana 3ept. 14.
Maiuc again
it being his ninety-second birthday.
He
is remarks oly smart for bis years, both in
body and mind, anJ is an interesting man
to talK with, as be keeps informed on the
war, its effect on the present, and the

expi.r'td

Enlistment in Marine Corps Ends Feud
More
of
Than
Two
Years' Standing.

a

speuo
Boston, In fore

in

home

will

and

damaged by

was

winter.

Maine, called Iasi Fnday to see inserin-law, Mrs. Annie B. Retnick. Tuey
planned to spend several days with Mrs.
Kemick, but ow ingto her serious illness of
grip, they left for Ellsworth alter a short

They

building

repairs about the
tbe w barf * bicb

hiC.

call.

*

Higgins and A. L. Hiatus are
at tbe nateberv this fail,
making

K**uel

working

Howard and daughter, Mrs.
Mary Pnilbrick, of Forsyth, Mont., who
have been visiting relatives and friends in
A.

building

tbe work.

to occupy it this winter.

The Duchess of Athol), one of the
pre’tlest women In Kngtand, a'l l the
wife of the n“iv duke of Ath >'l. who
hits Inherited many peerages n il prerogatives from his iincesto", including a cathedral In Perthshire and the
right to maintain an armed tui'l f a
tinmsand men with artillery complete.

^

cottage on one of ihe smalt islands off
Hoott’s Neck. Hiram Patten bag charge of

Springer, who has bought the
Hodgkins' place, is making extensive repairs on tbe house. He expects

ily.

are

easy of acmay be belp-

of

be

The Slacker's Load.
*T>e bigg<*s’ load some folks has got
ter carry,” observed Brother Williams,
“is a grip full of excuses fer gittin’
out o’ doin’ de right thing at de right
time.
Fer instance, ef it’s wood-cuttin day, dey ain’t got no ax; an’ ef
dey got a ax, dey ain’t no grindstone
ter sharpen it; an’ ef de grindstone’s
dar, de well’s gone dry an’ dey’s no
water ter wet it!”—Atlanta Constitution.

any time.
E F. man will
small article that any A
k bjki-covered airfind comforting is a
cushion which folds into a flat envelopshaped case. These can be bought almost
any where and cost from #1.50 to f‘i. A small
flashlight with a few extra batteries and
bulbs is a good farewell gilt for your soldier
man.
Don't forget the extra bulbs. Mine
gave out twice.
For a time American tobacco was scarce
over there, but to-day it is shipped over by
the government aud sold to the men at cost,
cheaper than you *.au buy it and ship it from

most

borne in

glad to bear be is recove ing from
relapse of influenza in Camp Deveus.
Oct. 5.
O.

will

A

the most piacticai and

Monday
Lincoln, accompanied

by ber brother, W\ Wallace Conner.

at

consumption

recently
Wardwell.

Neil

been

D. W.

ill.

Donald Murchison left

Mrs.

soldiers is rescinded
presents
send your
gifts in the form of postoffice
money orders. He esu have them cashed anywhere in France and. exetpt at the very front,
can buy almost anything he wants through
the Y. M. C. A., or the army comutiaaa.y.
This includes a list of some four hundred
articles. Every man in a cantonment suou.d
have a full complement of knitted garmeute,
then he will be prepared to sail for France

There

Penobscot

have

30

GREEN LAKE.
F. H. P^rkhurst of Bangor is

Chester

Mrs,

with

Sept.

the Lorrimer cottaae, have returned to Ibeir home in (.'ambridge. Mass.

How

Mrs. Flavilla Herrick of lslesboro is here
tbe w inter, w ith her granddaughter.
Mrs. Doris Webster.

particuiarli«

luioiuuug

of

is

seriously

wife, who

been

Mrs. Jennie Dross, w bo has been
visiting her parents, Dudley Jodcs and w,fe
has gone to Ellsworth Fi lls, where
she
b «• * inpayment.

occupying

for

for

to

of

Leach

who is

visited bis sister, Mrs.

the A- E. F. The postal clerks urge you to
enclose clippings in letters if you want your
boy to get news while it is ireshturn

Sunday

left

Wardwell

Ida

Mary Wescott,

Clip the inteiesting items, personals, weddings. births, marriages, etc-, from your
local papers and slip them in your letters.
Thirty expert postal clerks were ou tbe
me going overseas to serve
steamer with

meut

Dunbar

Turner of Bangor,
»bo
visiting her niece, Mrs. Nei|ie
Urindle, ban returned borne.

visit in Massachus its.
Ed son Bemia and

Dora

Mra.

has

Friends of James Butler welcome him
bts bride, after a lew we-k*

Emerson district is

tbe

Wakefield, Mass., for tbe winter.

ou

because the
Your fighting

ill of influenza.

day#

home with

GET SQUARE MEAL WITH RUM

Robert

about

and

iu

Tbe school

quite

is

closed.

family circle.

own

It your bghuuK man
affairs, answer clearly

to

Harry Webster

few

a

Springer.

wen

third

worked to-

nave

gether with tbe mutual object of relieving

wu *iw*»

unu ft

N

done for me.’’—Mrs. Anna Meteriano,
36 West 10th St., Peru, Ind.
Women who suffer from any such ailments should not fail to try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkbarn's Vegetable Compound.

at

especially hard places,

those in

tne

as we

gestive of paiu and
not follow that one

list of authorized subbreakfast
foods
have
been eliminated. This was done with
a view of driving home thiB particu
tar phase of the problem. The Food
Administration believes it is patriotic
and right for
every person in the
United States to eat the same character ef bread during the next twelve
months that Is eaten by the whole
of the Allied Countries
“A mixture of barley flour or corn
flour of the type that has been stan
dardized makes a good bread as any
clear white bread on earth, Herber'
declared in Washington re
Hoover
cectly. And be added that all sue
gentians that mixed breads have any
inherent in ti.euj
dietetic
dan:age
only raise a laugh in Europe.
“In the

stitutes

greeting

borne

touch

It does not

<tber.

id

personal

tbe

meaus

Flour,
Mixed
cent
substitutes
will be available

in

great

family

Now, if good cheer is to be given to all
such, it must be done individually. It

mixed at the mill,
for consumers the coming year in a?
many
places as it is economically
possible, there will bo some consider
able amount of straignt wheat flour
And when the straight wheat
sold
ficur is bought with 20 per cent substitutes, every ounce of these substitutes should be mixed with the flour
and should be used only for humor
to Federal
according
consumption,
Food Administrator Leon 8 Merrill
the
Food
“What
Administration
desires to get into the minds of the
of the country
is that
housewives
they should use the 20 per cent suband
mix
them
with the
stitutes
straight wheat flour for all purpos“If
es”. said Administrator Merrill.
the substitutes are not used in baking, the housewife is not making a
war bread and she is nor maintaining

was so

poem expresses that condition in the first stauxa—“this day of sore
distress,” and in the second it refers to
the “tired, troubled sisters and brothers.’*

Victory
per

«

—'[ and strong. 1 get
op in the morningatfouro’clock, do my
housework, then go to a factory and work
all day, come home and get supper and
feel good. I don’t know how many of
my friends 1 have told what Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has

The

present.

U6E SUBSTITUTES IN BREAD.

Although
containing

I took
it with the result

Compound.

'\

Orover spent
Ellsworth.

Walter Kelley of Bar Harbor spent the
past week at Oscar Ford’s.
Mr. Kief of Hancock ia work ini? for
Pearl Stratton, on bis bungalow.
Jobn McKay of North Hancock i** doing
mason work for Pearl Stratton and 1). W.

good. My druggist told me of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

time in the

live* #f any of us when there
strain on the entire human

last week in

Lod

Cousins and ails ol
Kaueor are
visiting Samuel Conai i« and wife.
Mrs. Charles KnbertBon, who hat
hien
very ill o( measles, is improving.
Miss Lucy Fern ha in ol West
llrnni,8.
ville, teacher at No. 3 school, r« board,,,,
with Mrs. Nellie Billings.

MARLBORO.
Mr*. Caroline

at

Frank

COUNTY NEWS

-§ but an operation
would do me any

Dear M. B. Friend9:

a

Wesrott it employed
Island (or O. M. Allens A Sons.

^several doctors
told me nothing

\

is horn#*.

Lester

any

There is no such other pleasure.
There is no more Heaven-like bliss.
There is no more worthy treasure
To be found on earth than this

BROOKbVILLH.
Orcutt, wto has been working

Fred

Bath,

without
j,,medicines
**
benefit and

Serving God—in serving others—
Making sunshine where we are.
Tired, troubled sisters, brothers.
Find the leading of Hope's star.

H.

____

FI

We can find our highest pleasure
In this day of sore distress.’
Filling to their fullest measure
Others’cups with tenderness.

was never a

°Cl-7-

a diswith backache and dragging
down pains so
badly that at times
1 could not be on
my feet and It did
not seem as though
could stand it. I
f
tried different

BEAUTIFUL THOUGHTS.

Doubtless there

tw*

Young.

ton

Peru, Ind.—“I suffered from

Me.

J

!?"ow’:

Strength by Taking
Druggist’s Advice.

THK AMERICAN.

hllrworth.

other. ws, unfurled
Kicbardson read the
u.nw.
Oinecein
young ,M„
„hom
L'*r- m
Hurnwll Dodge, Richard
M„rgrsg» |.m
Conner. Meyn.rd Dougl.ss,
Edward
Koeroe ratten, Devid Dollofl.
Wade
die. Raymond Finley, Edmund
Weil,.
Harold Pbilbrook, Arthur
Sawyer, ^
Jellieon, Ueorg* Coombs, Loui,'
Harold Taylor, Evereil Conner
and Uieh’

to

placement

below tbe

>lr.

Marvelous Story of Woman’s
Change from Weakness

communications, and Its success depend* largely
Comon She support given U In this respectmunications must l>e ttlgueu, but the name o(
writer will not be printed except uy permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
Address
will oc rejected without good reason
all com in u ideations to

tober

use the

Hopeful.

and

The purposes of this column arc succlnc y
1:. the title and motto—It is for the o»ut
eneiH, and alms to ne helpful and ho|ietu;
Being for the common good, U is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
In
(urination and suggestion, a medium tor the
terchange ol Ideas. In this capacity It solicit''

Oc-

Maine,

44[lelpful

Ataicu
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Who died Wednesday

Joseph Eowden,
morning slier a

short iUm-Bs ol pneumonia.
°ct-7-

pally

SAuijiiiN

Miss Catherine

U.

Mrs.

“B. r.” Ator Bitters,

Hooper

weeks at Norm

to

has gone

Bangor,

u»

Clapp is spending
sJ^og w iok.

several

to attend business college.

3

Airs.

%

Lorn ihe

baa #returned
hospital in Castm

ld»i Jordan

Mias

so

returned

GnmJal l-ft Thursday lor

Mim A Lee L.

h'or is there anything
mkI tliat will cost you only
rent a dose. Buy it toInsist
day of your dealer.
the genapon having only
uine “Jj. F." 60 dose bottle 50

has

employment.

Mrs. Clara Ai.

Boston,

edy the True
wikk3’m Medicine

Downing

be has

wnere

long-tried

tworthy family rem-

Ella

days at

Condon

home

her

in

Martha J.

Miss

ta

borne

spending

SoUvii

Gray

tew

a

Biuokaville.

is

spending the
week with her mother at West Sedgwick.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent and Airs. H. H.
Sinclair have gone to Piltstfeiu tor the
winter.

made by tho L. F.
Portland, Me.

as

Bargeut has entered the

Y.

N.

Onward L.

ooB,t'i‘i's such reliable medicines fori.:
digestion, biliousness, headache end con-

cents,

Celia

Olney

EleuioineCo.,

from

M.

Urindal has

Bangor, where he

returned
has

home

been

em*

Charles A. Kane has enlisted and

is in

eunpltjyed.
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the students’

Ksiph Bunker

is

recovering

(raining corps

John

from pneu-

and

DOftM.
cloned

account of

cn

the

U. of

H. Gray and w ile, Mrs. Harry Lee
Katherine Nisatey ha/e

son aud Miss

in-

Oct.

Puiladtlphia.

homes in

returned to their

Schools have

at

M., Orono.

SOUTH sib'LUVAN.

7.

SIM.

But-:.7ni

Kennard

left for the U. of M.

Haskell

A. tv

been

visiting in

a

week-

Havey, w bo has been Dome
days, left lor Boston Tuesday.

Everett Jellison aud Hal Biaisdell
home from Cape Ann Sunday.
Mrs. Morris Foss came home
Harbor, where she has

from oeal

ar-

.Saturday
spent the

summer.

are

W. L.

Eben Young
Bunker

Merle

recovering from

Carpenter and wrife

Carpenter’s

sister,

were

whom

Mrs.
called

Much

sympathy

afternoon

felt

is

Peitee,

after

an

profusion

of

he

one

flowers

lived during his childhood, and

Einify

Dunbar.
M.

Oct. 7.

Harriett

M.s.

(

Pettee.

Mrs. Harriett

service less than

by the death

home from Boston Iasi week
of Mr.

and

attack.

an

the

was a

three
he
leaves
bin
Beside
parents,
of his
both
sisters and four brothers
grandmothers—Mrs. Carrie Jordan, with

employed.
influenza.

HI ot

wife

in

There

from the friends of the family and AlamooBook grange, of w blch be was a memHe WMH twenty-two jears of age.
ber.

Henry Lawrie aud Carl Held have refrom Brewer, where they
home
Webb and

been

month.

turned

are

Roberts visited

having

B Younif o( Bluehill was in tow u last
week, called here by the death of his
niece, Airs. Pettee.

Bernice

Misses Sadie and Aunlla

guests

Courcey and wife are visiting
her parents, U. E. Dunbar and wife.
W. L. Wentworth, W. Falsom, Kodick
Dunbar and Harvey Snow are at home
from a hunting tripat Amherst.
The funeral of Claude J. Dunbar, eldest
wife, was
son of Hooter H. Dunbar and
held Tuesday at the home of his parents.
He died at Camp Devena of pneumonia,

med

Mrs.

Emily Dunbar.

recent

Vincent

eev-

Galen

have been

daughter

ana

in Castine last week.

Johu Walton of •Franklin win
end unitor at James Thompson's.
erai

wife

of Mrs.

prere

week.

town last

Dunbar,,

William

Lawreuceaud wife of Bar Harbor

in

Wtft

Whitaker is at home from Bath.

Merton

Monday.
has
Clarence Have.'
Hau^or several days.

OKLAND.

EAST

for

relatives of
Tuesday

who died

illness of about

two

Out of the Mouths of Babes.
“Papa.” said small Harry, “if you
md I were the same sire, would you
make
my and do things to me that
ne fighting mad?”

Do you enjoy hot lemonade and a blistering »
rt
bath ? Better results are obtained by taking. i ef
They i ro
bed-time Lane’s cold and grip Tabic
in t’.-.e
pleasant to take, and you will wake up
r.-.orbat the amount of relief obtrined.

ing surprised
Thousands use them and they
Sold by druggists everywhere.

CLARIONS

are

guaranteed.

FREEDOM

BRING

from drudgery, from unnecessary
kitchen work
they simplify
is a regThere
housekeeping.
about
smoothness
a
ularity,
Clarion operation that you can
rely upon. You know just how
much time to allow for each
cooking process because Clarion
results are uniform. Let a Clar—

ion

^

u

oegm

now 10 un

your

uuiucn.

WOOD ® BISHOP CO. B-W- Bangor, Maine
Sold

by J

.P ELDRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, Me.

Facts and

at
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Ufv»Uu.

ttt

Brooklyn,

preventing

arl]

her

Evi M. Kimball has returned to
her no me in Bangor.

cf necessary thrift an!
jn these days
economy, you will make r
miftttko in keeping your health good as
sickness within your far......
yf ,;0 in t know of any prescription t—

that

visiting
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Fighting Fourth Liberty Loan

H.

___

4&i>m<scment(.

I
a

trying to do all that
loyal American woman

am

I

should.
every

know I

possible
save

Hour

save

in

way, but I

more

by simply

using WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR than in any other
way. It goes further, and
there is no waste, because
everything always
out right.

comes

In these days, I have come
to realize and appreciate
more than ever the delicious flavor and the wonderful baking qualities of WIL-

LIAM TELL FLOUR.
Atk

your

WILLIAM

grocer for
TELL—and

mtitt upon getting it.

William

Tell
flour

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& WHITNEY.

Figures

PROSPERITY FOLLOWS WAR
AMERICA STANDS
THRIFT
IN
FIRST
Expansion and indention are ‘he
frYom a place at the foot of the list
as a nation of savers at the beginning
of the great war. the facts and figures now
obtainable indicate that
easy-going,
pleasure-loving America
will emerge from the great struggle
holding first place in the thrift contest
The assertion is made on the
authority of Milton W. Harrison, secretary of the savings bank section of
the American Bankers Association.
The exigencies of war have laid
bare the resources and economic possibilities of all the nations, he says,
since at the bottom of all efforts to
raise money by loans or taxation lies
the essential factor of the ability of
the people to save.
Switzerland has alwrays been pointed out by economic writers as leading
Next to
the nations as a “saver.”
Switzerland these writers have placed
Denmark. Norway, Sweden, Belgium,
France, Netherlands, Germany, and
Great Britain, the United States occupying a place at the foot of the list
On
with a percentage of only 11.
the face of recent calculations this
percentage is obviously incorrect.
The only fair comparison which can
be made in order to determine the
potential savings ability of the world
is to take the figures of France. Great
me

nriiHin.

uniiea

oioica

.auu

historical children of war even in defeated countries.
Allowing the Civil
War came the ooening of the West
and the industrial development of the
South.
Manufacture and agriculture
in France and Germany were stimulated by the Franco-Frussian War.
Spain awoke both politically and industrially as an immediate result of
the
War
while
Snanish-American
Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippine*
each saw a development of agriculture and commerce before unknown.
Economic development
and serious
attempt to secure for her products a
place in the world's markets came to
the fore
m
Japan following the
Russo-Japanese War and Russia at
that time saw the beginning of industrial occupation.
will
what
Just
roads progress
take after this war cannot now be
definitely stated, but it '°ms certain
nd that the
that they will be man>
country will enter upon a period of
than
it
has known.
greater prosperity
The advent of
those
prosperous
I days can be hastened by a prompt
I and liberal
purchase of Fighting
Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds.

HOW

says.

MENU

This is most reassuring and presents the new issue of Liberty Loan
bonds, the Fighting Fourth, in the
light of an opportunity not only to

mortar

shells;

or

it may

provide

KEEP

YOUR

LIBERTY

LIBERTY'S

j

market prices for the several Liberty bond issues may be found
on the financial page of any metropolitan daily newspaper.
Merchants or
others offering to pay more or tako
the bonds at high prices in payment of
goods, are simply trying to effect sales
with large profits. Bonds so taken are
usually immediately sold In the market and such sales aggregating a large
volume have formed one of the chief
elements In depressing the market and
thus hampering the Government. Liberty bond holders are advised not to
pay for merchandise or other securities with Liberty bonds. When bonds
are to be sold It will usually be best
to sell them for cash through a banker.

CALL.

Hymn of the Republic)
Myrtle Fisher Seaverns, Melrose,
By
Mass.
Old Glory now is waving high o'er tom
and bleeding France.
Our boys are on the firing-line, all eager
for the chance
To shoot the Kaiser full of holes, and
make his puppets dance.—
So buy a Liberty Bond.

IfOvJ
'XoZ

Thereby Promoti n$

Signature

Digestion

Cheerfulness and ReslGontaus
n°r
neither Opiunt,Morphine
Mineral. Not Nahcotic
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In
Use
F.or Over
Thirty Years

&Hs
CKi*C
'50

A helpful Remedy for
Constipation and Diarrhoe
ann
and Feverishness

-t-^c
>0*

I>5;«£A1

Loss of Sleep
resutiinii therefroniMnjmancy

»*fVv
■

v^r-

~X!
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Facsimile Senator*

of

•S?.~C
Compawt.
fHE CENTAim

Ml
T£f

\nvr ~ydrk.

lij5°

CASTORIA

Copy of Wrapper.

Exact

TMK OINTAUR COMPANY.

We're all one mighty army in the service
of the right.
We all can help our Uncle Sam to win
the righteous fight;
We re standing by our soldier boys to
conquer German might.
And we'll buy a Bond today.
Chorus:—
is

calling

now

for

every

loyal

For all of us to do our bit to drive the
savage Hun;
We'll get the Kaiser’s legions yet,—we’ll
get them on the run.
So buy a Liberty Bond.
Chorus:—
matter if you’re short and fat. or
tall and lean and lank.
No matter what your politics, no matter
what your rank.
Just put your old grey bonnet on. and
go to any bank
And buy a Liberty Bond.
Chorus:—
No

Liberty Bonds your Uncle sells are
just as good as gold,
They’ll keep the grey wolf from youi
door when you are lone and old.
So hustle 'round and get your share b*
fore they all are sold;—
And buy that Iond today.

The

Chorus:—

CITY.

NtW YOU*

SUGGEST

{JET US

SUPERSa
DESSERTS

1

RED RASPBERRIES. PEARS. PEACHES, PINBAPPLB:
indeed

any

of the dozen and

one

SUPBRBA fraita.

"Like Mother used to make"—"Melt in your
mouth” (phraaea you've known aince childhood)
inadequately express the delightful flavor, whole*
aome quality that distinguishes theae unequalled,
reasonably priced desserts.

Why Bother To Cook Desserts?
Why spend hours over a hot stove, getting
dessert for dinnei—supper—company when such
delightful fpods as these are so easily obtainable)

Y'oyfv dealer gladly

SUP£ft0A

recommends

Conned Goods. Teas and Coffee.

M1LLIKFN.TOMLINSON CO. Portland. M«.

COIOI

Butter Paper Printed ,At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable'parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price,

including paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.25 ; half-pound
“

1000

“

“

size, $2.00

“

3.50;

“

3.00

i’laiu printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add 8c a pound for postage.
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BKOOKLL1N.

Kane,
Winterport, is

Wilmont
at

HANCOCK

employed

home.

measure

Mrs.

home, her school
being closed.

Tapley

Herbert

closed

are

as

home

a

precautionary

a

against influenza.

reported.
Arthur Ball,

on

A

few

cases

are

Miss Rachel Cole is at
in Rockland

POINT.

Orville Martin has been
short furlough.
Schools

who has been

went

to

Bangor

in

Easton

home

as

who has
a

been

working

junior volunteer,

arrived

Thursday.

'Tvs. Ft he! Johnson left Thursday for
diy to enter (he hospital.
J'-miie Cole and David Cole spent1 Columbia, S. C. lit r husband, Lieut. Justin
O. Johnson, is instructor at Camp Jackson.
several days last week in Rockland.
The recent heavy rails are making
Oscar Ford, who has been employed in a
extrH hard work for
the farmers, and
corn cannery at St. Albans, is home.
causing de ay in havesting crops. Many
Dr. Senuh and wife, who have a summer
acres potatoes are still in tne
ground.
cottage here, have returned to Wasbing-

Sstu

“Miss

Oct. 7

Harry Gott, with
Island, is visiting

Mrs.
Swan’s

children, of
her mother,

Mrs. Naomi Aden.
John McPber-on atid

family, who have
employed «r Northeast' H rbor, arthome for the w inter.
been

Glory, Glory, dear Old Glory,
Glory. Glory, our Old Gloiy,
We will stand behind Old Glory,
And buy a Liberty Bond.

Liberty
Current

Always

findtheStomaclis and Btwefeg.

SUUUittt

(Tune—Battle

three

BONDS

iMfc

of pepper, nutmeg, jams, preserves
Menu: Beef,
and sweets in general.
475 lbs., or bacon 275 lbs.; wheat flour,
413 lbs.; potatoes, 458 bs.; beans. 55
lbs.; prunes, 27 lbs.; coffee, 26 lbs.;
sugar. 73 lbs.; syrup, 7 lbs.; condensed
milk, 11% lbs.; butter, 11% lbs.; lard,
salt,
vinegar, 3% lbs.;
11% lbs.;
13% lbs. Total food calories, 6,680,Fourth
a
Liberty
690.
Fighting
Buy
Bond and help to feed the boys who
have gone across.

BOND

fragmentation drop bombs; or 110
band grenades; or 50-37 mm. shell; or
two rifles; or knives, forks and spoons
for an entire company of soldiers.

FOK

Here is the “menu” that Uncle Sam
has prepared for each of his soldiers
It is exclusive, however,
for one year.

it
the war and
push
help finance
through to completion but as a protection and money saving opportunity
to the individual purchasers.

ALCOHOL-a PER CENT,

Avertable PrcparationfcrAs
similalind theFood by RcguUP

THE MAN AT HOME FIGHTS

To the one who must do his fighting
it
in the trenches back here at home
were
almost seems as though he really
in the trenches, throwing bombs, makover
ing charges and, always, going
the top, when he knows exactly what
the money he is putting into Liberty
Bonds Is doing for things on the other
Then when he reads the papers
side
he may think it was his bomb that was
placed in that hero’s hands, or that it
he who gave that soldier his
was
equipment. He knows, then, that he
really is fighting in the trenches, that
the more he gives the harder he fights
and the sooner the day will come when
the victory is won and he can throw
for the boys as
up his hat and shout
they come sailing home.
One $100-bond will provide the bursting charge of T. N. T. for one 14-inch
high explosive shell. Or, it will buy
Or, it will buy
five incendiary bombs.
condiment cans for three companies of
soldiers. This latter may seem not at
all warlike and very insignificant at
best, but let him go without salt and
other
pepper for Just one day and no
proof will be needed that these coman
Important place
mon articles have
even in winning this great world war.
$24,000,000,000.
America has the wealth, the re- —the war for democracy, whose aim is
to down the tyrant and make it possources. the ability, and the inclination, which Is more than all, to suc- sible for each one of the great human
to the
cessfully and properly finance the family free to develop himself
war
out of
savings, Mr. Harrison utmost of his talent and ability.

Just now much one is doing for his
country when he purchases a $50 Lib
erty Bond has been computed by the
United States Government in order
that each purchaser may have a reas
onably definite idea of what the money
he is giving so freely, though it may be
with much sacrifice, is doing to aid
the great war which the sons of the
nation are waging with that determination which admits of no surrender,
in far-off lands across the sea.
He who purchases one $50 bond may
have the satisfaction of knowing that
that sum of money will send 1,000
three-inch trench mortar shells on
their way; or, it may provide the bursting charge for 100 three-inch trench

f

‘io'

That three
great
public works
should have been constructed in this
country during the Civil War which
ranks as one of the most exhaustive
and expensive wars In
history, is
proof conclusive that economic prosperity need be In no serious danger
in the present war.
The three c-eat
works were the building of the Union
and
the
Central Pacific RailPacific
roads and the laying of the Atlantic
cable. The telegraph was developed
during the
as a military necessity
war and came into general use.
The United States is now rich in
her citiAs things stand,
money.
than
to more
zens can well afTord
subscribe the full amount of the new
Fighting Fourth Liberty Loan, and,
from the economic standpoint, do it
investas a safe and sane personal
ment.
As the bonds can be bought
on the
$1 a week instalment basis
in this
every citizen can bave a share
prosperity to an extent never before
offered to the American people. Savings thus invested bring a good yearly
interest and furnish a capital that
value
will be of higher purchasing
than the
when the bonds come due
is
today.
same amount of money

Not until
Mr. Harrison says.
these countries were faced with the
war
were
supreme tests of the great
they able to determine the extent of
resources.
Of
their
respective
America
had the greatest
course.
opportunity of all to build a firm
financial foundation at the obvious
three
of
the
other
expense
neutral
nations
while
was
a
it
nation, he is careful to point out, and
this has proved immensely valuable
Excess capital
to the allied cause.
and gold were forced to the United
States creating a reserve which at
present is boir*g most advantageously
used in the prosecution of the war.
Counting as savings not only the
money deposited in banks but also
that invested in various enterprises
for the development of industries, the
large amount absorbed by insurance
companies and other such agencies,
the normal savings of Great Britain
have been estimated at $1,500,000,000
per annum while those of the United
States are placed at $0,500,000,000.
Before the war France was characterized as a nation of bond buyers.
Great Britain as a nation of stockholders. Germany as a nation of savings-bank depositors, and America as
a nation of life insurance policy holdStill the amount of actual savers.
ings. including time certificates of deposit in the 28.000 banks of the United
States total something over $9,500,The
OOO.oOO in 20.500.000 accounts.
amout of such deposits in England is
$1,250,000,000 in 10.500.000 accounts:
in France. $1,000,000,000 in 15.000,000
the
while in
accounts,
Germany
amount of savings is $0,000,000,000 in
25.000.000 accounts which is less than
that of America by $1,500,000.
Britain.
The
way in which Great
France. America and Germany have
absorbed war loan after war loan is
excellent evidence of national savings
ability. Mr. Harrison savs. and the
States topnotches them all.
United
An estimate of 25 million holders of
American Government securities is
fairly conservative, allowing for duplications, he says.
With the intensive efTorts now being made to urge the people to reduce consumption and increase production. there should be a saving
this year that will almost equal the
proposed total expenditures for war
which Secretary McAdoo '"timates at

rIFTY-DOLLAR

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

VALUE OF MONEY.

vjrm

15Fluid Dncha
For Infanta and Children.
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many,
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Daisy Baker’sllotherSays

wmam

Davis, after two weeks at
her home in Rockland, has returned to
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth’s.
Mrs. Fani

Purdy

and

cousin

Purdy of Boston

are

at

house I•
The
for the

r

t ne

and Or-

Phillips

w*eks.

\* o

West

hud

aimug-hall has closed
J.

season.

have returned to

H. Hooper
Sedgwick.

and

wife

Rev. Frederick Emerson and wife have
returned

An

R.

Oversight.

Nature Is wonderful, but we are not
told that she gave the female elephant
a larger trunk than the male.—Boston

Transcript.

i«-

Mrs. Charles
ville

M.

from

a

two weeks’

vacation in

airtinttsira tr~a

ONLY POWERFUL
MEDICINE WILL END

RHEUMATISM

It matters not whether you have bad
agonizing pains from rheumatism for 20
or
distressing twitchiugs for 20
years
Frank Gilley of Southwest Harbor, who
weeks, Rheuma is strong enough and
has been installing a furnace at A. E.
mighty and powerful enough to drive
rheumatic poisons from your body and
Farnsworth’s, has gone home.
abolish all misery or money back.
William Henderson and Ward Freethey
A'exaud^r’h Pharmacy and all druggists
went on a hunting trip to Long Island sell Rheuma on a no-cure-no-pay basis.
A large bottle is inexpensive, and after
last week, and shot one deer.
you take the small dose ns directed once a
for two days you should know that at
Henry W. Flye and Charles Sheridan day
last you have obtained a remedy that will
went on a fishing trip to Marshall island
conquer rheumatism.
For
over
seven
ground la*t week. Mr. Flye caught a
throughout
years
America Rheuma has been presented and
halibut which weighed ninety pounds.
has released thousands from agony, pain
Oct. 7.
Uns Femme.
and despair.

Portland and

Massachusetts.

PUBLISHED

Maine Men

time since thi:» famous old hostelry was
114 years ago, that its doors have

KILLED

BT rc«

HANCOCK

Lafayette national
park on Mount Desert Island, is provided
for in a bill introduced by Senator Hale of
Maine and passed Thursday by the Senate.

Establishment

OOiTNTY PUBL1SHINH CO

H. Titus, Editor and Manager.

W,

year; 41-001orslJ
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance, SI 50, 75 and SS cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar.
rearages are reckoned at the rate of 42 pet
a

voarrlpUOE Price—42.00

It

of

DIED

Business communications should be addressed
o. and all checks and money orders made pat
•ole to Tag Hancoc* Countt pcblibbisg
.«.. Ellsworth, Maine.

C

ACCIDENT.

Augusta

OF

1

Camden

Oxford

Albion

North I^eds

Phillips,
IN

DIED

SERVICE.

N Penobscot
Bar Harbor

LEE E DORR,
LEON

j

WOUNDS.

Perry,

Willis S

The State department of health Monday
received information that nearly every
resident of Swan’s Island was ill of the
Spanish inttuen/.s, as well as the only
the island.
doctor on
Help was dispatched there .Monday aftemoou. Kenr.e-

advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will he
made known on application.

IN

Webster,
Russell G Arey,
Elmer D Andrews,

Clyde

rear.

Sanford

T

Stephen

goes to the House.

now

Balfast

Frank D Hazeltine,
A J Lavoie,

public.

been closed to the

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

RODICK,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9,1618.
allies have given the best
answer to the German peace note—a
new drive on the western battle front.
washout on the Berlin to

Big

giving

Bag-

dad
railroad!
Bulgaria's collapse
makes a big hole in the thiough route.

suffrage failed

woman

of the necessary two-thirds vote in
Senate last week by three votes.
Tae vote was 53 to 31.
Twenty-one
tue

senators voting
democrats.

thirty-one

against the measure

are

Congressman Peters,

on

the official

of the recent election, has a
plurality in this district of 5,363. At
the special election in 1913 it was 591,
in 1914 it w as 1,515, and in 1916 it was

returns

Might

as

well make it unani-

time.

mous next

Sedgwick

slackers are getting
The ban against pleasure
driving of automobiles on Sunday has
not been raised.
Those who drive in

But he

the bears.

scared than

always carries a rifle with him during the
hunting season, and after be had pulled
himself together, “things began to happen.n He climbed down from the truck,
and fired until his last cartridge w as gone.
Then he just “tore around.” When things
had calmed down, he found that all he
had

was

small

one

He

cub.

never

has

said how many bullet holes there were in
the cub. He got |5 bounty, which he bad

spend

to

next

day for

and he sold the
he had to

a

spend

pair of pants,

new

rapidly spreading

|5,

but he says
for minor damages.
for

carcass

that

For further details, inquire of
Crosby.

restrictions,

spite of the voluntary

the way for more strininconvenient regulations.

paving

gent and
Strafe the Sunday slacker.
The

of

leashed by
Germany herself, are now driving the
Huns from France
and
Belgium.
A no a* they flee they cry, “call off the
dogs and let’s talk it over,” and they

dogs

on

war,

might add, “while

disorganized

oar

armies withdraw to

defensive
is
ger.ing nearer to our terms as defeat
stares her in the face, but she is still
far from complete, abject and unconditional surrender. Until she reachnew

unhampered.”

lines,

Germany

that

point, she must Sght
hopelessly. The President has

es

on,
al-

leady said: “No peace can be obtained
by any kind of bargainor compromise
with the governments of the Central
Powers.
that they

They have convinced us
are without
honor.
We
cannot accept the word of those who
forced this war upon us. We do not
thiol: the same thoughts or speak the
language of agreement.” And
confidently believe, will be

same

tbit,

we

substance of his answer to this
iat«st peace proposal.

tne

The Dead

Speak to You.

by publicity manager for the
Liberty Loan Committee.)
Within the past week, two Ellsworth
be .a have been brought home under the
flag in whose service their earthly life
ended. As we remember how they went

looking
to

into

meet,

that

long

not

we

ago.
future

a

would

not,

near

sacrifice that

we

bravely, cheerfully
they did not dread

gladly speak to ears
appreciation of their

so

our

may life in

peace and

safety.
Tnat that sacrifice snail not

be in vain,
they attempted must be carried
to a
successful conclusion, the ranks
must be filled, their places must be taken
by other Hancock county boys. To us,
the non-combatants, is the privilege of
supplying the “sinews of war.” Congressman Peters quotes Gen. Pershing as
the work

saying that if we can get enough men to
him, he has stroug hopes of ending the
year from this tall.
but to get men there will take ship®, and
to build ships will take dollars—millions
war a

of

them.

The treasury department has
recent leaflet addressed to the

»aid in

a

women

liberty

bond is the

loan workers:

most

direct

“A

liberty

immediate

and

lontribntion any non-combatant citizen
can

make toward the

winning

fitting tribute
appreciation that every

The most
and

Ellsworth

and child in

of the war.”

of

sympathy

man,

woman

place
covered
caskets, is a “Fighting
Fourth” liberty bond, “that liberty shall
can

on

those

flag
not

perish

from the earth.”

KITTKRY TO

kept clearly in mind.
First.
We should co-operate heartily
with the board of health in every restrictive measure it lays upon us. The
gentlemen composing the board are the
chosen guardians of the public health;
their sole desire is to protect us from the
ravages of disease. Let us, then, comply
cheerfully with their requirements, and
do our part in seeing them fulfilled.
Second. Keep cheerful. The effect of

depressed spirit is serious
only upon the
possessing it, but upon all

fearful and

extreme—not

influence.

Not every one
grip—in fact the percentage of
cases per capita has not been large, even
in Massachusetts. Portland with
1000
whom

he may

will have

would have

but two per cent, of its
with 225
population invaded. Bangor
cases would have less than one
per cent.
cases

And in

spite of the long death list in
Massachusetts, many days have shown

a

death

of

rate of

total

but

to two per

one

cent,

Keep

cases.

CARIBOU.

public

the

against
in

health.

years of age.

Governor
Dutton of Augusta, one of the leading
members of the Kennebec connty bar, as
chairman of the Maine Industrial Accident commission to succeed Eben F.
Eutlefleld of Belfast.

especially

If there

are

auuscuoia, aaam
statement of the

your

out

a

your children

have

strictly 6part from
allow

colds

no visitor wun-

conditions.

colds,

If
and

child to enter your house until
the affection is over.
Avoid all people
no

showing evidence of throat

or

nasal diffi-

Keep

culties.

ings of people,

away from all gathereven of the most informal

character.

Unless your service is really
needed, convey your interest in, and sympathy for the sick over the telephone wire.
These things are but simple observances,
yet if rigidly adhered to will help us all
to keep well, and also to aid our neighbor
in his struggle for health. Again I ask
for a general amnesty
because of my
temerity, especially from my medical

friends,
truded.

into whose service I may have inR. B. Mathews.

Official

Election Returns.

Announcement
official

returns

September

9.

has

been

of

the

made of

State

the

election

The soldier vote makes

addition to the returns

as

an

official tabulation of returns
from the recent election, it appears that
From the

the next Maine legislature will be compoaad of twenty-nine republican and two
democratic senators, 110 republican and
democratic
forty-one
representatives.
Oue of the democratic representativestiaet, Adalbert J. Tolraan of Rockland,

died since election.

to
be

tight the
made

where

for

nurses

and

will

hospital supepidemic. A call will

volunteers

mothers

and

to go

plurality

G. McJntire is 5,151.
Fernald’s plurality is 13,042.

Bertrand

housekeepers

: GAVE LIFE

The vote for congressman

in

Peters

Senator
the third

4,145

1,819

2,893
3,902
20,293

d

2,307
4,601
2,778

3,323
6,230

majority, 5,363.

Queen of Hearts.
The name, Queen of Hearts, was
given in the low countries to Elizabeth, daughter of James I and the
unforunate queen of Bohemia. When
her fortune was at the lowest ebb she
never lost her dignity of spirit, and
poverty nnd distress only rendered her
the more an object of admiration.

over

i district, by counties, is as follows:
Peters, r
County
Chase,

Ground for Confidence.
sometimes want to know how well a man
has done when we are asked for an opiuion
as to how well be will do.
We almost instinctively judge the future
by the past; this is reasoning by induction, a
process that generally leads to right conclusions.
Orfcatnly.it is reasonable to believe that
what Hood’s Sarsaparilla has accomplished
for others it can and will accomplish for
you,
provided of course you are afflicted in like
We

14,390

HOW’S THIS?

F.J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.

•

j
j

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

3,427

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirty-five
years, and has become known as the most
reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Medicine acts through the
blood on the
macous surfaces, expelling the poison from
the biood and healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Medicine for a short time yon will see u great
improvement in your general health. Start
taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at once and
get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials,

;

members of

manner.

1

Hood’s Sarsaparilla has made thouaands
healthy and strong, by purifying and enriching the blood, curing diseases of the stomach,
liver and kidneys, restoring
appetite, relieving that tired feeling—in a word, by building
up the whole system, Us record of cures of
blood diseases, scrofula, salt rheum or eczema,
paoriaais, pimples, boils and other eruptions,
catarrh, dyspepsia and rheumatism is in
thousands of letters voluntarily and gratefully written and forming a colossal volume
of testimony. Surely anybody suffering from
any of these diseases is fully justified in giving this medicine a trial Advi.
—

•
•
•
•

TO

i

nOCSE—8tery

He

the

Cc act,

OFFICES—Desirable

Chance for Advancement-Free
U. 8. Shipping Board free navigation school
Portland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cut to the
bridge. Two years’ sea experience required
Native or na’urallied citizens only. Course
sis weeks. Apply to Fbakk A
Wilbon at
school. Municipal Bldg, Portland, between
1*30 and 5 p. tu. Saturdays 8.90 a tn. to 12 noon

war

Jfrmalr

Pftlp

tSantrt.
..„

work.
CAPABLE

Tl».

girl

or woman
Apply to Mas.

for general bouse,
if aery L. lkab

HOTEL HELP WANTED

Halls)

Blacks on the lower dam. He was an
expert gang sawyer. For some time after
the death of Seth Hall, be was in charge
and

(

of the Hall mill.

He

Moores

at

the war,

for the

over

JlJtlp ESanttti.

seventy-

be fore and after

offices

drugstore; hot water heat; toilet. In.
quire of E. G. Moose.

service.

Armstrong,

..

MY

resident

Civil

was a

nte.
,

jfot Salt.

of Wm. H.

member

a

halt

Driving horn*. Lady Ixirene.at » bargain. Reason for selling. am to t>t
away daring the winter and have no us? f0her. H. W. Dunk.

H.
Rice post.
He enlisted in August,
and
1864,
served in the navy with the West Gulf
blockading
squadron, under Admiral
Farragut. He was promoted to masterat-arms. He was mustered out at Philadelphia in 1866, after thirteen months’
Mr.

WOMEN and girls wanted for bent
year around hotel* in Maine; »
waitresses. fine tip hotel*; alto chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks Kell and
bu»s boys, second
ana
third cook* for
hotel positions. Apply always to Mainr R^,
tbl Aoknct. new quarters, 90 Main street.'
Established
87
year*.
Bangor.
900 girls
wanted for beat summer hotels.
Inclose
sump for reply. Pew high grade housework

upright, clean-living indue- i
citizen, one to tie to as a friend, and
who had no enemies. He leaves a widow, ) places.
one brother,
Elias Armstrong of EllaHSantjo.
worth, and two sisters, Mrs. Lovinia J. !
Reeves of Bangor and
Mrs. Mary
old fashioned Franklin fireplace in
Perkins of Ellsworth.
good condition. State alie. height and
price Address, Faa:«Klin, care of Americas
was an

trious

AN

MANBEL

B.

Young

Mansel B.

YOUNG.

yesterday

died

after-

XCKUll XOUttb.

Water street, after a
week’s illness of pneumonia. Ellsworth
mourns and
will long miss this bighearted, big-framed, genial friend and citat his home

noon

on

CAUTION NOTICE.
wife, Lila Austin, havi rg left my bed
and board without jus tillable cause. !
hereby warn all persons against trusting be*
on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her
contracting after this date.
Alfrkd Ap»tiv
West Brooksvtlle. Me., Oct. 3, 1918.

MY

izen.

Oils Jan.5, 1880,
Young and wife.
Much of his early life was spent in Hangor.wbere he was for some time employed.
Young

Mr.

the

of

son

was

born in

Benjamin

B.

About fifteen years ago be bought a farm
at Lamoine, and there made his home until be
He

came
was

Ellsworth

to

employed

few years later.
here for a while in the

CAUTION NOTICE.

}
!

a

grist mill on Water street, and hen for
several y«-ara was engaged in the feed and
grain business at the Clark store on Water
street.
been

For the

driving

public automobile,

a

Mr.

Young

Florence

A.

survives him.

in

married,

Blaisdell

of

who made their home with
Mrs.

ter,

moine,
He
O.

a

a

him,

ON

Mrs.
who

parents,
one

sis-

F. Salisbury of Labrother, Irving, of Bangor.

member of

Lejok lodge,

VLL

NOTICE.
motion of Alderman Weacott the folwas considered b., the
resolution
lowing
board and received a passage:
Whereas the remains of me wooden building on the north aide of Main street between
the Peters block snd the river having been
partially destroyed by fire some years ago
and having been further wrecked by the elements has become a nursance aud a dangerous menace in the matter of fire, and
Whereas the owners of said building, or
their representatives, have been previously
notified by this board that the same should be
removed, without auy action having been

a

Ells-

Lillian

and

was

1911,

Ellsworth,

He leaves also his

for

are warned against trust.n*
or extending credit to (formerly
Viola
Jordan, maiden name Viola Maddocks
shall pay no bills of ber contracting after tbi*
dale.
Lobixu Jordan
Baugor. Me., Sept. 20. 1918.

persons

JUgaJ $0tUC8.

past few years he had

few years running a jitney between
worth and Bar Harbor.

I. O.

F.

On motion, it was voted that a bearing be
ordered before the board of mayor and aidermen at their regular Monday meeting on the
morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.
first Monday of November. 1918. at the aidermen's room In city hall, at 8 o’clock in the
evening, at which all persons may be heard
and show cause why the said building, or the
MISS MATILDA HAWSES.
remains thereof, shou d
not oe adjudged *
Mis# Matilda Hawkes died at a hospital nuisance or dangerous and why an order
should
not
be
maue
this
board prescribing
by
in Dorchester, Mass., Oct. 1, after an illthat such building, or the remains thereof,
ness ot two months of general breakdown.
be disposed of by teariug down, aud that the
board
Miss Hawkes was born in Ellsworth, city clerk for aud in the name of this
give the notice required by statute oi this
where she lived until, young womanhood, ; bearing by publication of the same three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American,
when she went to Boston, where she had
in order that all persons may be present sod
since resided. Besides her father, Kichard govern themselves accordingly.
Passed by the board of alder men, Oct 7.1918
Hawkes,she leaves three brothers and three
Attest: —Thomas E. Halb, City ClerkBisters—John of Bar Harbor, James of
The funeral will be held

at

the home to-

{

Brockton, Mass., George ot Medford; Mrs.
Kate Crockett of Winterport, Mrs. Susie

NOTICK or rOBKCI-OhUilK

South Brewer and Mrs. Isabel
McCarthy of Allston.
Funerai services were held at the home
other sister, Mrs. McCarthy, Thursday,
and the remains were brought here Friday for interment in Mt. Calvary cemetery.
Mr. aod Mrs. Ueorge Hawkes, Mrs. Mc-

Cocwty or Penobscot ss.
To Andrew 8. Abbott, of Hancock, county of
Hancock and State of Maine.
Andrew 8. Abbott, on the
twentieth day of April, 1917, mortgage
to J. Frank Green of Bangor, Maine, one bay
mare, biocky built, very little white in forehead, about six years old, weighing abou
1200 pounds, known as the McGinnis mare,
one black horse, small white spot in fore
head, about ten years old. weighing about l*®®
pounds; one chestnut pacing mare, aoou
nine years old, weighing about 900 pouunknown as the Gordon mare, to secure P»J‘
ment of two hundred and twenty-fise dollar
which mortgage is
recorded in the to
records of the town of Hancock, Maine, ooo
6. page 118; and whereas the condition of »
mortgage has been broken, now. therefore,
notice Ts hereby given of my intention
foreclose said mortgage for breach ot its c<-u

Comins of

ENLIST;

Carthy, Mrs.
accompanied

Crockett and
the

Mrs. Comins

body here.

The Papyrus Plant
In the story told by Mrs. Williams,
mention Is made of papyrus, which
was called “papu" in the time when
the mummy of her story lived. From
that word came the Greek "papuros”
and our English word "paper." The
historian Herodotus called it "bublos"
and from this the old Greeks got a
word “biblion." meaning a book, which
we
have carried on into our word
“Bible." Go to a good dictionary and
you will find a long list of words beginning with “blbiio” and they are all
connected with books.

he gave up his life In an
attempt to enter the military
service of his country.
Arant
had been rejected by army medlcal examiners, who said he
might
be accepted If he underwent an
operation. He went to a hospital
and had the operation performed.
but failed to recover from Its
effects.
cause

t...
a

in

was

worked in the lumber milts

Seattle, Wash.—Arthur Arant,
twenty-one, was burled with
military honors here recently he-

Wanted,

life-long

was a

He

bisage.

Bixlh year of
veteran, and

GETS MILITARY FUNERAL

Poatmiatreaa.

Port Costa. Cal.—This
city la without a regularly appointed
postmlstress.
Miss Cecilia Hansen, who has
been
In charge of the office here for
some
time, has quit stamping and delivering letters to take an active part In
the war. She has enlisted In the
navy
as a yeomanette and Is
preparing for
to
assignment
duty at Mare island.

Armstrong

of Ellsworth.

to Htt.

ot

and

house ot
rooms, ailed tor two fsmUien; ui
repsir. Cap at or address <0 Urm
Ellsworth. Me.

bearers and

as

Cleaning Tea Kettle.
To make ten kettles wear twice ns
long gather a handful of pebbles (s|.,.
of a walnut), wash nleely and put In
tea kettle.
The rolling around of pebble* keeps the crust that forms loose,
and It easily shakes out from time to
time, thus saving the wear of the kcitie,

jFor Salt

local exemption board, and
the coast
patrol, No.

of the

four

Mr.

EARTH

Atlanta, Ga.—Charles M. Kimball,
Atlanta boy now ut the front, tells
in the following letter how it feels to be

previously pub-

Milliken’s

Governor

ON

an

into

lished.

Milliken has nominated Frank

L.

its accumulated

HELL

Atlanta Lad Describes Sensations in
Midst of an Air Raid In
France.
.^rc

the

will control

use

REAL

—

them

keep

children,

other

IS

was

|
j

guardians of

Guard

colds.

common

country,

exp.uin and describe the exhibits.
The train remains overnight
at
j “DEAD” HUSBAND IN ASYLUM
Portland, and the next morning visits !
Brunswick, arriving at 8.26 a. m. and
Memory of Survivor of the Galveston
rema r ing three hours.
After spendFlood Restored—Meeting
ing a few hours of the afternoon in
New Hampshire it reaches Rockland j
Wife, Remarried.
at
8
p. m.,
remaining
overnight, j
Ther<
its schedule through Maine Is
j St. Louis.—Mrs. Zelln Phelan of this
as fci.jws:
city recently learned that a man she
October 4.
hurled as her husband following the
Galveston flood in 1900 was a stranger.
Wan n
4.40 p. m. to 7.30 p. m.
Following the burial of the man Mrs.
October 8.
Phelan married R. E. Hardpen, who
Richmond
10.20 a. m. to 1 p. m.
died here a month ago.
Mrs. Phelan
Carmel
4.10 p. m. to 6.30 p. m.
a
few days ago visited the Illinois
Bangor 7.15 p. m. remaining overstate
at
night
Alton and recognized
hospital
October 9.
Phelan.
Mach as
9.43 a. m. to 12 noon
The disclosure was made by friends
Calais
1.52 to 4.30
of Mrs. Phelan.
Asked about It, Mrs.
10.04 p. m. to 10.30 p. m.
Banf >r
Phelan said her husband had become
October 10.
mentally unbalanced by a blow reCaribou
7 a. m. to 11 a. m.
ceived during his rescue In Galveston.
Houl ton
1.30 p. m. to 4.47 p. m.
She said he wandered about the counOctober 11.
Waterrille
7 a. m. to 10.30 a. m.
try in search of her and was finally
12 m. to 3.30 p. m.
Wlnthrop
placed in the Alton asylum.
6.30
m.
Farmington
p.
The sudden meeting with his wife
remaining ov- !
ernlght.
at
the hospital
restored
Phelan’s
October 12.
memory, so his wife obtained his reLivermore Falls 7.30 a. m. to 10.30 a. m.
lease.
They are now living together.
Rumford Falls 11.45 a m. to 2.30 p. m. j
5.15 p. m. to 8.10 p. m.
Gray
Portland
9 p. m. to 9.15 p m.

possible,

Hancock,
Henry C. Grade of Machias died Friday I Kennebec,
from injuries received Wednesday, when Somerset,
j
he attempted to stop a pony which ran I Waldo,
away while it was being harnessed by his Washington,
He was eighty-three
young grandson.
Total,

nae

|

to

strong, cheerful defence. Eat well, sleep
long hours, get into all the sunshine
and do not worry.
Third. Be self-constituted

was

military escort.
Deceased was
a clegn-living,
popular
young man, esteemed by all who knew
and
for
the
him,
sympathy
family is deep

In the midst of an air raid In France:
are ill, and assume the management of the
"I was awakened by the hnrstlng of
household.
shrapnel from a dozen anti-aircraft
guns,” he writes, “not more than 300
County Contest Postponed.
yards away, and In a few seconds
Owing to the epidemic, which for the
came the first thundering report of
present demands a strict postponement of
the air bombs.
lal meetings, it
becomes necessary to
“I crouched defenseless at the foot
temporarily postpone the county contest of a tree after running from my dog
of boy<’ and girls’ agricultural clubs. Artent, and was wearing my steel helmet
rangements for this event will be conand gas mask.
The air bombs dug
tinuer., however, as soon as conditions
four holes so close to me thnt 1 could
will s,'>fely permit.
throw rocks from where I was standing and hit in one each time.
TRENTON.
“The raid lasted about two hours,
Mr. Coulter,
wife
and daughter-inand when the ‘all clear1 was sounded
law, Mr-* Arden Coulter, and Mr Thompson
I was satisfied that If there Is a hell
and i r. Harritnan, motored from Conon earth It Is to be near the objective
cord, N. H., and spent part of last week
of air raiders and with the humming
with S bin Leland and wife.
of motors, the awful flaring of searchOct. 7
W.
lights, the bursting of shrapnel, the
boom of the anti-aircraft guns, the ratmain: route of the liberty
tle of machine guns and the bursting
LOAN WAR RELIC TRAIN.
of the air bombs, all round you, and
In fact covering you with dirt and with
Por ! .nd October 6th at 3.30 p. m.
will b
the first stop in Maine of the i pieces of shrapnel tearing the bark
from the tree to which you are clingFourt. Liberty Ixiad War Relic Train
j ing.
Numb r 3. The special carrying war
relics to different New England cit“As 1 crouched beside that tree and
ies acJ towns in connection with the
looked at the women and children lyFourth Liberty Loan consists of two
ing fiat upon their faces unable even
flat ct;a, a box and tourist car conto speak, I wondered how long such
taining exhibits of captured German
torture was going to last
Surely not
war
aterial
and
American
war
very long, for right and justice being
equipi nt. Speakers, bond salesmen
upon our side we cannot help but win.”
and a military detail will be on board

be

individual

with

homes

With the appearance of the dreaded influenza in oar city, certain things should

the

the

over

freely
also

and my earnest desire to be of help in
every time of need, may be the grounds
upon which pardon may be granted me
lor apparent assumption in this article.

in

a

grandmother,
grandfather,

by

deau

746, acted

j

Caswell

Red Cross

plies

Timely Word.

Ellsworth, Me., Oct.8,1918.
To the Editor of the American :
I trust that my long acquaintance with
men of medicine, my position as one of
the official mentors of the community,

a

and

five

parents,
a

Joeeph’sCatholic church, officiating. Mrs.
E. J. Walsh sang. Sergt. Lape, Pvt.Thiba-

East port i
Livermore Falls

co-operation
public health
service and state boards of health, the
In

up courageously;
offer to the assaults of disease a
calm,

Contributed
Woman’H

away

Machias

determined upon Monday at Washington,
and instructions were sent to all chapters.

Adelbert

Corrtsponortm.
A

his

sisters,

Falls,

body

J

legible.

called

This British official photograph deBrunswick i
1
picts most strikingly the part that the
Waterville
Bed Cross nurse is taking in the great and sincere. This was expressed in many
Lisbon
conflict that Is now raging. She braves
beautiful flowers, including a handsome
Augusta
the shot and shell of the German guns piece from the medical detachment at
TAKEN PRISONER.
and sees only one thing, that of caring Fort Hamilton. The esteem in which the
Alfred Langlais
Old Town
for the wounded. This photo taken on young man was held by his comrades
the British western front In France was also expressed in a personal letter
MISSING IN ACTION.
shows one of these “Angels of Mercy" of sympathy to Mrs. Dorgmn.
Blendon F Deane,
Skew began
treating a British officer who has been
Clifton L Reynolds,
Meddybemps
wounded In a car accident. Note the
JOHN W. ARMSTRONG.
gas mask that the wounded man car| Ellsworth lost another of its sturdy
Ked Cross to Fight Influenza.
ries before him in readiness for any older citizens
to-day in the death of John
Mobilization of the full force of the
gas attacks.
W. Armstrong, after an illness of several
American Red Cross to combat the epiweeks.
demic of
Spanish influenza which is

the

was more

was

brought here, acSergt. Oscar Lape of
the medical detachment at
Fort HamThe funeral was held Saturday
ilton.
afternoon, Kev. P. J. Flanagan of St.

Presque Isle !
Livermore Falls i

J Phillips,
Joseph A Swett,
Beecher G White
Omar Michaud.

besides

companied

WOUNDED.

Wilson,

later

Dorgau.

The

Lubeo
Jonesboro

Burton

bolder.

are

^E

days

i,,,^

service.

two

Anna

James

Cherryfield

Whitney.
SEVERELY

The stage driver who runs a truck from
Ellsworth to Great Pond, says our Waltham correspondent, is quite well known

Mrs.

Machias

Mattadall,
Gray,

Arnold L

_

Sunday

The

Kueel S

|

Nation-wide

3,654.

Hartford

leaves

He

road, and it was always sup- Louis P
Champion,
he had “good nerve,” but be admits
I Louis Ferland,
that when he was passing an old orchard
Orilla Benette,
one day recently, and saw three bears, he
Harry C Southard,

and children.

the

was

an

acres.

Germany is already beginning to
wimper, the unmistakable sign of a along
coward who makes war on women posed

of

Frank 8

raised on forty-four acres,
average yield per acre of nineteen bushels. Last year these same men
raised only thirty-three bushels on two
amount

few

a

brothers and

N Penobscot
N

snd

to New York for

S Brooksville

_

j

The

26,1918,

Ellsworth

JAMES DORGAN,
JOHN G LAUD,
CHANDLER HUTCHINS,
County Agent Worden reports relative
CLARENCE TORREY,
to wheat raised in Hancock county that |
Carl H Bryant,
during September 840 bushels of wheat
Aideri Grant,
This
were threshed for fifty-five farmers.
—

bec Journal.

John Harvard's H lory
TlaCed
Until modem tin,..., sliys
the /
Albert James Dorian, son of Mr. and don Graphic, John Harvard was ..
Mrs. James Dorfin of Ellsworth, died Mr I chi zed ok of Nr\, England”
|le
Thursday, Oct. 3, at Fort Hamilton, N. Y., w»< “witboat father, without mother
Without descent.”
where he was serving as head pharmacist
So profound
was
the ignorance concerning: the
of the post hospital, with rank of first
founder
of America's first anti greatest
class private.
unj.
Deceased
.van
born in
Ellsworth, v Jty, that an offer of a princely
re.
and
wnrd
for
was educated in the
"five lines of definite
January 9, 1898,
inf,)r.
of
mat
schools
After
Ion"
this
about him went
public
city.
|
unclaimed
graduating from the high school in 1916, Gradually, however, the labors of v.,!
he
en‘ered the pharmacy of the late
| rious industrious investigators
George A. Psrcber, remaining with C. E. j fruit, until today John Harvard Is
a
Alexander, who succeeded Mr. Parcber. real figure of Aimrii-an history,
wlmse
He enlisted in the medical corps on June fisitprints on English soil are dcrl.
PVT. ALBERT JAMES DOROAN.

in

KILLED IN ACTION.

opened

AT

OBITUARY.

AN ANGEL OF MERCY

Foreign and Home
Lists of I>ead and Wounded.

Kobinson house at Bucksport has
been closed for the winter. It is the first
The
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LIST.

CASUAIiT\

COIMY GOSSIP.

meritm

&t)c (gUstoortl)

]

Embarrassment
In all probability there Is no state
of embarrassment more acute than
that which Is suffered by the bald
man who has to sit through a long sermon based on the text; “Bren the
hairs of your head are numbered.”—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

STATE or MAINE.

WHEREAS

Dated at
s.d. 191H.

Bangor,

Me., October the
_

&frcrtisnnmtft.

FOR SALE
F. B. Aiken Homestead
Birch Ave. and Oak St
Must be sold to close estate.
T. F.

MAHONEY,
Administrator

The Keepers of

our

France!
Our Jackies!
fr,

Felp them!

guy

Fighting Fourth Lib-

Bonds!
Their lives
ert’.

against

;

staked
mines

are

unseen

treacherous torpeSome day they will
come at grips with (ierm,.ny’s strong sea power.
There must be no failure!
We must provide more

ships,

more

men,

!

AND DETERMINED
Doughboys Mean Business

When

They Take the FirstLine Trenches.

T!!E:R EfTICEfiSY EVIDEI1T

more

to rid the

sea of the
Hun!
Your Liberty Bonds will

Veteran*

Before

They Enter the
Trenches, by First.R,te Military
Training if Not by Expcr.enco
—Every Man in Line Has
Personal Grudge to

oerous

P

COOL, WILLING
Our

r:1d

joe

facing No Man’s Land

YANK SOLDIERS

Road

help!

guv Iwrnds the way they
fi<rht—to the utmost!
Huy today, to keep!

Settle With Huns.
With the American
Troops In Alsaceth.> <llm li=ht of the
moon you could
barely see the stream
of doughboys pouring out of the sheltering woods and scraping over the
dusty French road toward the trenches.
They said very little and trudged along
with that measured swinging tread
tvhleh enables Europe's veterans to
carry their heavy packs almost unheard-of distances.
The stream seemed unending, as the
United Press stnfT ear picked Its
way
from squad to squad without

Lorraine.—By

FOURTH
LIBERTY LOAN POSTER

STORYOFFIGHTING

wide awake, full of vigorous promise as it raises its head from
the sea of night, the bright face of
will
sun
be
familiar
the rising
throughout New England during the
next few weeks wherever the Flgfftl,oan Is known.
ing Fourth Liberty
poster is full of
The story of this
interest, for unlike the other posters
of the campaign. It was designed, not
by a great artist but by a little fisher
girl whose whole short life has been
»pent In the companionship of the sea,
her the rising sun is a
so that to
She
Is
familiar
phenomenon.
the
daughter of a Gloucester fisherman
and lives in a tiny house remote from
cTerytblng but the sea with the fields
and dark pine woods behind.
Strong

using

lights, without falling in ditches and
without touching a single doughhcy.
Finally one section of the human
stream halted In a ruined village. The
press car stopped, too. for beyond tills
pnin» everything except ammunition

and food goes on foot.
The officers gave the order to rest,
nnd a lot of parks dropped to the
ground, followed hy doughboys. Their
rifles they never dropped. In the moonlight you could see the ground covered
with resting soldiers, mostly sitMng.
There was a clicking of
rifles nnd
sounds of tightening packs, and hits of
gossip which could come only from a
group heading for Its first night in the
t-enches.
indifferent

day
buy that
to

liberty bond
When

a

Liberty Loan poster

com-

Public
Gloucester
schools was arranged by the publicity
Woman’s
chairman of the
Liberty
camLoan committee
in the third
paign this little girl. Kathleen Walsh,
a pupil in
the ninth grade, went to
work and entered her design with the
rest
It was crudely drawn and did
not get so much as an honorable mention at the school, but it was sent
along to the chairman of the Publicity Committee of the New Kngland
Liberty I.oan when he asked to see
some of the pos'ers. and it haunted

petition

the

for

BEFORE
SUNSET
BUY
A

LIBERTY
BOND

-_^
Mm for a day and a nlghi. Then he
knew that Lhe "big Idea" was there
anti chose it at once for the official
New England poster and signet.
And so It is that, side by side with
the work of great artists whose poster
designs are to Inspire and beautify
New England and help put down the
tyrant Hun. will stand the work of
this small fisher lassie whose whole
ills has been spent communing with
the ses that now rolls between her
home, proud with Us service flag In
the window, and her brother “Over

There."
Bad Tasting River.
In Colombia, South America, there
8 river whose waters are so tainted
with sulphuric acid that it has rewived the name Rio de Vlnagre or
River of Vlnega r.

aiffimisnitnua.

THE NEW TRIPLE
COMBINATION
Treatment

for the blood,

liver—purify i ng,
Meansing,

fully just

winning

nerves

and

strengthening,

its way wonder-

now—js:

Hood'8 Sarsaparilla, the superlablood purifier and appetite
giver, known for over 40 years.
l’eptiron, the superlative pepsin'tve

hux-iron-celery

nerve,

blood

and

digestive tonic.
Hood's Pills, the superlative
lamily laxative for biliousness, constjpation; pleasant, easy, effective.

"hat are your troubles T If such
88 te need all
three medicines, why
not have
perfect, well-rounded relef hj getting the combination 1
H you need only one medicine,
get it and take it—hut do it now.

to

Danger.

Thesi were TTncle Sam’s citizen soldiers, new men Jn«t over front "the
states.” ns they have n habit of calling
home when over here.
A few question* revealed the fnet tlmt a year ngo
'1 ese hoys were clerks, carpenters,
students and
whatnot. In civilian
clothes. Six months ngo they were In
a training cantp.
Now they were sold'ers In France, and tonight they wore
making their genuine debut Into the
v.
for civilization.
There was no wild enthusiasm nor
ny evidence of fear or even npprehcns'on among those citizen-soldiers
as they rested before making the last
Ian into the trenches. There was a
nrtrer-of-fact sort of confident prevalent. and every man was making the
mar of the breathing spell to see th; t
he was 100 per cent ready for battle
Interest and talk centered around the
eliciting rifles and other equipment.
“This old gun’s sure going to do
some work from now on." said one
doughhov to his pal, as he played with
the rifle fondly.
"It’s the best gun In
this army.”
“Say. you never shot this gun,” re.piled the other. “Nobody ever did, and
nobody will but me. It’s some BocheIt was made for me ’specially,
getter
Bo.”
Officers went through the crowd, giving a final warning about use of gas
masks, and attention centered around
masks for a moment. A lot of chaps
tried them on again. Then packs again
were adjusted, and the group of doughboys streamed slowly on.
Ready for Business.
As they cot nearer tho front trenches
the word was passed to walk more
quietly. Conversation except In undertones stopped, nnd they descended
Into trenches. All you heard was the
steady knock of hohnalled shoes on
the trench duckboards, as these new
arrivals were quietly Initiated to the
trenches in France. Quietly and without commotion the officers stationed
their men, with lookouts watching
moonlit No Man's Land, the
across
former occupants of the trenches left,
and the relief was completed.
There is something about the fearless quiet way these new doughhoys
take the trenches that makes you
feel they know a lot about warfare.
They are veterans before they enter
vthe trenches, by first-rate military
training if not experience. Their discipline Is fine, and their efficiency tells
'you they are ready for business—
meaning whipping Germans,
“Well, you can tell Kaiser Bill we’re

j

■here to fight,” said one doughboy, as
jhe took his Rtatlon. “Hear the Germans say we*re just a crowd of untrained boys. We’ll soon show them
w-’re soldiers.”
It happens this doughboy's platoon
did It very soon. The next night 150
Germans came over, and fifty of these
“untrained boys” withstood the attack
and stuck to their guns. The Germans
who were still alive and able to run.
Retreated, double-quick time.
All In Day's Work.
the newly ar| Speaking of the way
! rived Americans take to the trenches
and to their duties, one brigadier general, who had Just finished a complete
relief, said: "They’re not exactly glad
to get Into the trenches. I guess no
But these boys
one Is glad of that.
all figure It’s work to be done, and
they’re here to Uek Germans. They’re
keen to get the Job done. They’re confident, all right, but not boastful, because they know there’s a lot to learn.”
A doughboy gave his version of how
’be and his onls felt while out there

for the first
time. “We're not scared of the Germans, and when the time comes, we’Ii
show them.
We’re going to do onr
best, which Is about all they ask of us.
Believe me, it’s going to be a mighty
good best.”
The new men in the fighting game
adapt themselves to the front quickly
as did the first Americans over.
Every
night it is “over the top” for pa troth of
them, and in a few days they are entirely familiar with No Man’s Land.
The German front trenches next fall
in the line of investigation and the
Germans soon adopt the policy of falling hack to avoid fighting.
Back of the lines on the home side,
hank clerks, barbers and nion of every
profession who have temporarily become soldiers soon make themselves at
home among the ruins and in woods.
They eat army “grub” and relish It
more than the most delicate meal they
<*ver ate from u white linen covered
table and real dishes, especially if
there has been work to do. Soldiering agrees with them, you can see, by
the work they do, the meals they eat
and the huskies they have become.
Chauffeur Gets “Fresh."
r>iselpl!rto Is fine, even If it is hard.
A major tells how his chauffeur became a little “fresh” one day.
Knowing the doughboy was a good chap, the
major tcok him aside and talked to
him instead of “bawling him out” before the crowd. The doughboy apolo-

IN HUN PRISON
THREE YEARS

3,000 000 BUTTONS FOR
FOURTH LIBERTY LOAN

W. G. WcAOOO, Director General of Railroads

Corrected

Says Kaiser Envies Hindenburg Popularity and Tries to Appropriate
His Victories—Saw Capture of Antwerp.
An Atlantic Port.—After being kept
in a German prison for three years Dr.
Henri Sever!n Belnnd, postmaster general of Canada under Premier Wilfrid
Laurier, and who lives at Beauce, in
the province of Quebec, arrived here,
accompanied by his daughter. Miss
Jeannette, who was held in Belgium by
the Germans while her father was In
Germany. Added to the sufferings of
his imprisonment was the death of
his wife In Belgium after he had been
locked up for 18 months.
His jailers refused to allow him to
go from Berlin to see her when she
was dying.
The news of his wife’s
death w*as withheld from him for 11
days, and he was only given the date
after he had begged to be allowed to
go to her funeral, to show that It was
too late.
Doctor Beland was only postmaster
general for two months in 1911 w’hen
the Laurler administration was defeated over the reeiproclty question.
It was because he had held this political appointment that the Huns would
not permit him to 'leave Germany twro
years ago when arrangements were
made between that country and Great
Britain for the exchange of civilian
prisoners more than forty-five yearn
old.

“I’m sorry, major,” he said. “You
I own a couple of businesses hack
In New York, and have more than a
million dollars in my own name, and
it’s a little hard to remember my place
In the army now. But I’ll do It, somehow.”
You think yon are in an international army when you visit some of the
new American units now in the lines.
One company from New York boasts
that its members know seventeen languages, and if you wander In on them
about mess time, when talking and
plates full of “grub” have been emptied, you are convinced.
But all of these doughboys are ardent Americans, and they have won
the admiration of their comrades who
can speak the tongue without an accent. They are all snappy looking soldiers.

During the throe years he lost 20
pounds in weight, and his luxuriant
black

hair became thin and turned
The only occupations he had
gray.
were
to attend the prisoners
and
the officials of the prison when they
were ill and to learn to speak, rend,
and write German fluently.
He was
finally released in exchange for the
brother of Prince von Billow, who was
the head of the Krupp Gun company in
London before the war.

Sure of Success.
The new units have dragged their
clean and fresh-looking equipment,
such as supply wagons, camp kitchens,
machine-gun outfits and all that Is
needed up Into the Alsace and Lorraine
hills. The line runs up and down steep
mountain sides and across pretty valleys. It is beautiful country and a
fine place to be initiated to the front,
for the doughhov must be on the alert
all the time. In this area there is a
shell-swept, well-wired No Man's Lind
across which Germans cannot come
without being easily detected. Woods
and hills and wild country make the
place one in which only strict attention to business will keep the Germans

Three

million

buttons

for

supplies weekly

tery."

about as good as It generally Is In places of that kind.
"When, after two years’ confinement,
I was allowed to walk in the park opposite Garden strasse In Berlin, I was
not allowed to speak to any person.
One afternoon T took my escort to
luncheon at the Hotel Bristol on the
TInter den Linden, which has not
changed Its name. The Piccadilly restaurant. I noticed, had been converted
into the Vaterlaml.
Another time I
saw a crowd running and, looking in
their direction I saw an automobile
by containing Hlndenburg and
go
He Is
hts staff officer.
the Idol
of the German people and more popular than the kaiser.
Ludendorft Is
regarded as a strong man all over
Germany, but never takes the trouble
to make himself popular. He does not
care what the people think about him
so long as they do as they are told.
"The kaiser envies HIndenburg’s
popularity, and whenever the Huns
gain a victory he hurries to the
side of the marshal and Issues bulletins and sends telegrams to the kalserin, so that the people believe It
Is the kaiser who has gained a victory.
All this time my dnughter Jeannette
was In Belgium living with the family
of my late wife at Cappelen, and
three times I tried to reach her, first
through the United States minister at
Brussels and after America entered
me war through the Spanish minister.
It was no use.
She was not molested,
however, but was allowed to Join me
to Holland after I was free."
treatment was

IN

WAR

Mrs. A. P. White Is the Champion War
Mother of Tennessee.
Knoxville, Tenn.—The champion war
mother of Tennessee, and, perhaps, of
Dixie, is Mrs. A. P. White of Powell
She has five
Station, Knox county.
sons In the service; Captain Itoy D.
White, Lieutenant John H. White,
Private William Homer White. Cook
Marvin B. White and Private Edgar
White.
"All my boys volunteered,” she declares proudly.

DAKOTA “PRAIRIE DOG”
BECOMES “DEVIL DOG”
St. Paul, Minn.—“Say, pnrd.
I'm a “prairie dog“ from North
Dakota and I want to go over
‘devil
a
there
and
become
dog,’” and, relieving himself of
D.
this
William
sentiment,
Knickerbocker of Dogden, N. D.,
took his place in line in the
United States marine recruiting
station here.
Knickerbocker passed an almost perfect physical test and is
now on his way to Paris Island.
S. O., to the marine training station there.

BaNUOR

of a bond in the Fourth Loan has a
Button and wears It.
No one thing brings home to the
people as a whole the fact that all
members of the community are taking a share in the loan more effectively than the general and conspicuIn many
ous wearing of the button.
communities and establishments a
100% subscription was secured more
easily because of the open demonstration by the wearing of buttons that

participation

was

reaching

every per-

son.

The new button 1b smaller than
the earlier ones, but equally effective.
On a dark blue ground is carried a
Hag of red with four blue stripes, the
the
Honor Flag
of the Loan, and
words “Fourth Liberty Loan.’’
The buttons will be distributed by
Banks, bond salesmen, industrial establishments, and all places where
subscriptions are taken. They will
be ready in ample supply the opening day of the Loan, Sept. 28th and
free and constant wearing of the buttons will be the best and most convincing proof of aid in placing the
Loan.
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“Fighting Fourth" Liberty Loan Is the
oraer ot the New England Committee.
This is 50% more than were used in
the Third Loan, and the aim o£ the
Organization is to see that every buy-
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Sunday, October 27.
on signal or on notice to conductor.
Sundays included, t Daily, except
run

§ Sundays only.
DOUGLASS,
General Manager.

DANA C.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Ageut.
Portland. Maine.

HORN.
GARTER—At Bluebil). Sept 23. to Mr and Mrs
Elwin L Carter, a daughter.
GRINPLE—At Bluehill, Oct 7. to Mr and Mrs
Ernest L Grindle, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Bluehill, Oct 1, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur E Hooper, a daughter.
LEACH—At Sedgwick. Sept U, to Mr and
Mrs Cyrus I Leach, a sou.
CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Eric Closson, a daughter.
NUTTER—At Sedgwick. Sept 27 to Mr and
Mrs l* red E Nutter, a son.
PATTERSON-At Bluehill, Oct 5, to Mr and
Mrs Harry D Patterson, a sou.
WASSON—At Bucksport, Sept 20. to Mr aud
Mrs George Wasson, a son (George Wasson

The doctor was in northern Franc*
in August, 1914. and his wife was stopping at their estate in Cappellen, near
JD.
Antwerp. He promptly offered his
services as surgeon to the Belgian
m ki>.
army and was with them in the figntFrom that city he went ARMSTRONG-At Ellsworth, Oct 9. John W
ing at Liege.
Armstrong, aged 75 years, 10 mouths.
to Antwerp and was there when the
CARTER—At Monticcllo, Sept 28. Clara, wife
British expedition sent out by Winston
of Rev A B Carter, aged 57 years.
Churchill arrived in October of that DORR—At Camp Devens, Sept 29, Lee Ernest
Dorr, of North Penobscot, aged 21 years, 4
out.
He saw the city captured by
year.
months.
These doughboys In the line have no
the Huns In October.
Doctor Beland DUNBAR—At Camp Devens, Claude J Dunbar, of Orlaud, aged 22 years, 3 mouths, 5
hankering to “take things easy.” Ev- continued to live with his wife at Capdays.
ery man In the line will tell you in
pellen until she converted the house FEKNALD—At Waltham, Mass,
Sept 30.
confidential tones that he has a perInto a Red Cross hospital and trained
Maurice L Fernald, of Franklin, aged 30
sonal grudge to settle with the Huns
herself as a nurse.
for dragging the world Into this nasty
The doctor talked slowly and stop. FLOOD—At Bangor, Oct 6, Harry E Flood,
foinierly of Ellsworth Falls, aged 30 years.
business, and the sooner aggressive I ped
occasionally to think of his GRINDLE—Ai Bar Harbor. Oct 5, Daniel M
action Is taken the sooner Germany is
Grindle, of Ouk Point, uged 82 years.
words.
He explained that, like the
going to be punished and war made a majority of the prisoners he had met, GRAY—At Belfast. Oct 6. Miss Agnes M
Gray, of Castine. aged 33 years.
thing of the past.
he was suffering from loss of memory
GRAY—At Bar Harbor. Sept 29, Daniel M
This is the job every doughboy figcaused by his long imprisonment,
Gray, of Hancock.
ures he has to do, and the confidence
which had Interfered with the recep* HAMILTON— At Cranston, R I,Oct 6, Daniel
J Hamilton, formerly of Lamoine, aged 80
with which he takes to the trenches
tiveness of the organs in the brain.
tells the world he will succeed.
“TTp to May 12. 1915,** the doctor HAWKES—At Dorchester. Mass.. Oct 1, Miss
Matilda FHawkes, formerly of Ellsworth,
said, “I practiced medicine among the
aged 17 years
DEEPEST LAKE IN COUNTRY poor in Antwerp and my wife carried HOLMES—At
Bar Harbor, Oct 5, Miss Linnie L Holmes, aged 50 years.
on the Red Cross hospital at Cappel.
LADD—At
Devens. Oct 2. John Gray
Camp
in
Orelen.
Then the Gorman commandant
Large Body of Fresh Water
Laud, of South Brooksville, aged 21 y ears,
sent an officer to fell me that I was
11 mouths, 22 days.
gon Depth of Which Cannot
Be Measured.
to be interned.
At Dorchester,
When I pointed out McMDKH
Mass.. Oct 4,
H r^-nee, daughter of Mr and Mrs Harry
that physicians practicing as civilians
McNiuer, aged 11 years.
Portland, Ore.—A lake known as the were immune from internment the
Hun PERKINS—At Penobscot, Oct 5, Edward
“Great Sunken lake" is reported to be
Perkins, aged 28 years.
officer replied that I was not receiving
the deepest lake in tills country, and
fees from my patients.
I was arrest- RAY—At F.llsworth, Occ 5, Mason C.. sou of
Capt and Mrs Ernest E Ray, aged 1 year, 3
Located
world.
whole
in
the
perhaps
ed and taken to the Grand hotel, which
months, 28 days.
in a valley of the Cascade mounwas used as a
military headquarters RODICK—At New York, Oct 3, Leon Rodick,
of Bar Harbor, aged 22 years.
tains, about seventy miles north of
and residence of the staff officers in
Aurora. Oct 8, Mrs Sarah E Rowe,
Jacksonville, Ore., tills lake, which is Antwerp. After three days I was sent ROWE—At
aged 87 years, 1 mouth, 3 days.
almost fifteen miles long and four to Berlin and locked up in the Stadt- VEKHILL—At
Bucksport, Oct 9, Maurice
Verrill, aged 3 years.
miles wide, is so deep that Its depth
vogel prison.
so
WARDWELL—At
situated
is
Penobscot, Oct 6,
Mrs
It
measured.
•
he
I'm-cannot
Edna Wardwell, aged 70 years.
fnr below the crest of the mountains
sisting chiefly of black bread, grensy YOUNG—At Ellsworth. Oct 8, Mausel B
that winds cannot reach it, and its
Young, aged 38 years. 9 months. 3 days.
soup and potatoes. Tills did not trousurface is like a sheet of glass. It is
ble me as I received parcels of food
CARD OF THANKS.
sometimes called the “Lake of Mysand
from London. The

BOYS

Railroad

TO

Bar Harbor..L
Sorrento.

EXCHANGED AFTER DELAY

Central

1918.

BAR HARBOR

W auk tag,

see

FIVE

to

September li»,

Doctor Beland, Once Canada’s
Postmaster General, Cannot
See Dying Wife.

gized.

HAS

United States Railroad Administration

'IIT'E wish to extend onr heartfelt thanks
to friends and neighimrs. audio
?»
ihi
officers aud members of tuilir*ry organizations, lor uiau.. evidences o sympathy in ilie
<n*a b of
our
be.oved daughter. Frances
Donovan.
Ma. and Mas. E. S. Moose.
Bar Harbor, Oct. 7. 1918.

ASTHMA
flSTHMADOR
INSTANTLY

RELIEVED

WITH

OR MONEY REFUNDED ASK ANY ORUGOIST

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
WORK; HONEST PRICES

rIONEST

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention
or mall orders

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

(loods called for and delivered

Special

attention to parcel post work
tl. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

State Street,

Ellsworth, Me

save:
by having

your

cost money

now;

moneiv
clothing

repaired.

Clothes

have your old suits

over-

hauled.
DAVID
Main Street

Fr

F? I

rsl D
Ellswcrth

EZ

{SrofrsBionsi Carfit.
II.

ALICE

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADK <»K

lYPKWinriM, ao -" vnvi; wu
OKNKKAI. «'LMtir VI. Wo|fk
Went Union S;tfe Deposit
fru«U ('•»
rortvnrt. for
furuVshlut* Prolate and
Bond
Agent Oliver Tyi>ewriter; ry|H*writHi Miupiies
Removed to 1 8chool St..
Ellsworth, ate
••

-It jcrretn.inia

H. W. DUWfJ
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble

Til her

"Wheatless
Kitchen

Monuments, Tarlets ;nJ Markers

y

i

she is

% doing
j part

Ellsworth anti Bar Harbor, Me.

her
to
win

help
the

war

EXT
CORN
SAVE

."WHEAT

SAVE SUGAR
TOR. THE
MAN
-VHO

FIGHTS

vou

doing yours

S*A*fS *O0%
AOMlNi»tK*fiON

U*4«T*0

?

fUml tfetttca*
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Fred R Wheeler of Sullivan.
county of Hancock. State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the second day of
July, a. d. 1912, and recorded in the Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 493. page 298,
conveyed to Alice G. Smith of said Sullivan,
ali his right, title and interest in and to the
following described real estate situated in
that part of Sullivan known as West SulliBevan. Bounded and described as follows:
ginning on the southwest side of the town
road at an iron pipe driven in the ground,
said corner being the southeast of the hotel
west one hundred
lot: thence south 27° 15
feet; thence
rifteen and five-tenths (116.5)
north 64c 5ti west one hundred thirty-one and
four-tenths (111.4) feet to a cedar post: thence
south 41 10' west one nundred twenty-three
128) feet to a piece of iron pipe driven in the
ground: thence north 50' 50 west to the northeast corner of ’and of Sidnev 8. Bunker;
thence bv a production of same line fifty-two
and t hree-tenths (52.3) feet to a stake in said
Banker’s line; thence north 37 45' east two
bnndred twenty-four (224 feet to the town
road aforesaid; thence following said town
roan southerly to place or beginumg, containing one hundred seven and fifty-eight one hundredths square rods, more or less.
Together
with all buildings and improvements thereon
and stables
known as the “Granite Hotel
with all furnishings of every description contained in said hotel, excepting one antique
desk in the office, one couth in room No. 7,
one bureau in room No 9. one mattress in
room No. 1C and one desk ow ned by Wesley
Rich in room No. 1.
Together with the following described chattels namely: One gray
horse known as the M. M. Crann horse; one
hiaok horse known as the Berry horse; one
chestnut mare known as Martha; one bav
norse known as the Bar Harbor horse (bob
iail); one brown mare known as the Irving
McDonald mare; one black mare (bob tail)
known as
To pay; one bay mare known as
Cora Wilkes; one bay horse known a* Cora
Wilkes mate; one chestnut mare known as
the Cunningham mare; one bay team horse
known as the Havey horse; one horse called
Broncho; one mare' known as the Northeast
Harbor mare; one two seated Davis buckboard; two two seated canopy top carriages:
one two seated black surrey: one two seated
rubber tired surrey with pole and shafts; six
top buggies; three open wagons; one hotel
nack with pole and shafts: two heavy baggage
vagons; one two seated democrat wagon with
pole and shafts; one pair forward wheels with
wooden axle; one two seated democrat wagon,
color black; one jigger wagon; one seven
buckbcard; one ten passenger
passenger
onckboard: three two seated pungs; one
buggy pang with springs; one Rowe pung;
two
one
seated one horse pungs; three
sleight; one two horse double runner pung,
no seats; one two horse double runner pung
witn four seats; one pung with pole and
shafts with one seat; eight single harnesses;
team
harness;
one brass trimmed
single
three sets double harnesses with collar and
names; one set double harnesses with breast
plates; one set double team harnesses; one
cow known as the T. M. Blaisdell cow; all
whips, robes, poles, yokes, chains, bells and
blankets used in or about the stable; also
on< .vindmill and gas engine used for pumping water, situate on laud of George Gordon.
w uereas, said mortgage deed, after several
assignments, was finally assigned by Galen
Havey by his deed of assignment dated Jane
29. *
d. 1918. which said assignment is recorded in said registry of deeds in book 641,
page 363, to me, Harvey W. Dunbar, of sa*d
Sullivan, the undersigned, together with the
notes, dent and claim thereby secured, and
all his right, title and interest by virtue of
said mortgage in and to the real estate therein described, and. whereas, the condition of
said mortgage has been, and still remains,
broken, now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Harvey W. Dunbar.
By W. B. Blaisdell, his attorney.
Dated at Sullivan this 27th day of September. 1918.

PRO HATE NOTICES.
JTICE is hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the
Piobate Court within and for the. county of
Hancock, State of Maine:

N'

Clma
county,

Preble, late of Snllivan. in said
deceased.
Roy W. Osborne of
Wii.khrop. Massach a setts, appointed executor
o!
he last will and testament of said deceased; date of qualification September 10,
a. c. 1318.
Not being a resident of the State
o: Maine, he has appointed William O. F.raery
of iUiiivan. in the county of Hancock. State
of Maine, as his agtnt in said State of Maine,
as me law directs.
B.

A'. Richardson, late of Tremont, in
connty, deceased. Herbert P. Richardand Frances A. Richardson, both of said
Tt rnont, appointed executors of the last
wv! and testament of said deceased; dale of
qualification September a, a. d, 1918.

Perry

sa:u

son

Amo W. King, late of Ellsworth, in said
Addie M. King of said
county, deceased.
Ellsworth, appointed executrix of tbe last
will and testament of said deceased; date of
qualification September 3, 1918.

Theodore Bragdon, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Lincoln C. Bragdon of said
Frauaiin, appointed executor of tne last will
a:
testament of said deceased; date of qualification September 10, a. d. 1918.
E. Allen, late of Bar Harbor, in said
count.'-, deceased. J. Milton Allen, of said
a»r Harbor, appointed executor of the las*
wiii ami testament of said deceased ; date of
qualification September 3, a. d. 1918.
Anna

Fenjamin L. Hadley, late of Bar Harbor, in
Ardelle T. Hadley.
connty, deceased.
Harold F. Carter and G. Prescott Cleaves, all
of said Bar Harbor, appointed executors of
tne last will and testament of said deceased;
da.e of qualification September 3, a. d. )918.
-aid

John E. Bunker, late of Bar Harbor, in said
c
nty. deceased. Ida A. Bunxer of Bangor,
Penooscot county, State of Maine, appointed
administratrix of the estate of said deceased;
dak of qualification August 19, a. d. 1918.
Hubert P. Dorr, late of Orland, in said
connty, deceased. W. C. Conary of Bucks
port, in said county, appointed administrator
di bo nix non of the estate of raid deceased;
date Oi qualification September 10, a. d. 1918.
.uartha W. Googins, late of Bccksport, in
said connty, deceased. H. Rufus Googins of
said Bucksport, appointed administrator of
tbe estate of said deceased; date of qualification September 13, a. d. 1918.
George A. Torrey. late of Ellsworth, in said
William E. Wniting of
county, deceased.
said Ellsworth, appointed administrator of
the estate cf said deceased; date of qualification September 14, a. d. 19:8.
Sarah Marks, late of Orland, in said county,
deceased. Albert P. Leach of Penobscot, in
said county, appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased; dale of qualification
September 17, a. d. 1918.
Brackett G. Archer, late of Mariaville, in
said county, deceased. Vira M. Laughlin of
Bangor, Penobscot county. State of Maine,
appointed administratrix of the estate of
.-aid dtceased; date of qualification Septernutr 20, a. d. 1918.
DaUd at Ellsworth, this twenty-fifth day
of September, a. d. 1918.
E Mi’lun, Acting Register of Probate
NOTICE.
USTATB OP

WILLIAM BUBVHAM.

J. Lewis, Edward G. MeCollin and (.he Girard Trust Company,
jl
all of Philadelphia, county of Philadelphia,
common wealth of Pennsylvania, were on the
tenth day of September, a. d. 1818. by the
probate court within and for the couuty of
Hancock. State of Maine, duly appoiute-d'and
qualified as executors of the will of William
mi.'uLiiu, late of said Philadelphia, commonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, but with
out uondsin accordance with the provisions
of siid will; that said executors being resident out of the Sate of Maine duly appointed in wriiiug Hannibal E. Hamlin
of Ellsworth, Maiue, their agent in the State
of Maine for all purposes required by the
laws of the State of Maine, such appointment
(auly accepted oy said Hannibal E. Hamlin
in writing) being duly filed and recorded in
the registry
of probate for said county ol
Huncock, on said tenth day of September, a
d. i9'8. and especially containing all of the
requirements provided by
chapter 138 ol
tb« U as of Maine for the year a. d. 1917.
September twenty-fifth a. d. 1918.
Attest:-Clara E. Mullah, Acting Register
of Probate for said county of Hancock

r} 'HEODORE

GOULDSBORO.

WEST

WHEREAS

news

fnty
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Sullivan is visiting

Miss Helen Smith of
at James A. Hill’s.

Luther Smith

Mr. and Mrs.

week-

were

guests of Mrs. E. S. Wood.
Chandler Noyes is attending University

end

o! Maine.
Blanche Kingsley
Noyes’ store, after a

has
two

returned to F. P.
weeks' vacation. I

James Torrey of Winter Harbor is working at F. P. Noyes', driving the delivery
truck.
Mrs. James A. Hill is in Prospect HarHarbor caring for her sister, Mrs. George
Allen.

I

Kingsley is at borne,
ber school in Sullivan having closed on
account of the influenza.
Pauline S.

Miss

NOTICE.

A VINO contracted with the City of Elisworth to support and care for those who
need assistance during five years beginu.ngJan. 1. 1915, and are legal residents of
E -worth. I forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
tt^cmmodatiOQs to care for them at the City
Annum B. Mitchell.
Farm house

Ii1

Yanks Caught in Pocket Fight
Until Last Bullet Is
Gone.

BOCHE SHELL GETS THEM
Caught Between Barrage and Huns
They Fight in Manner to Make
One

Constantine Pope
who have spent the summer here,
left Sunday for Philadelphia.

Pope,

By E. A. BATCHELOR.

Hammond spent a few] days
last week with his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hammond. He is stationed on the Rang-

Paris.—The Y. M. C. A. man toh!
the story with tears In his eyes and
He said that It
a break In his voice.
was the saddest thine that he ever
had encountered, which meant much.
He had been a lone time in France,
so death and stifferine were no stranBut w hen he spoke of
gers to him.
the sergeant and the private that they
had found dead beside tbelr machiue
eun he couldn’t control his emotion.
It seems that the sergeant and the
private had been caught in a pocket.
The Germans, In force, were In front
of them. There was a barrage behind
which made it Impossible for them to
rejoin their company. So they stayed
and roughed it out, fought in a manner that made one proud to be of the

ley at present.

same race.

remains much the

condition

Her

State

the

frum

home

Sargent is at
hospital.

Mrs. Ellen

Bangor

same.

Young, who has been employed
in Bar Harbor through the summer, is
Nathan

There will

be

meeting

town

special

a

for the election of

October 12

first

new

a

selectman.
Mrs. Fannie Tripp, who has been at the
Pope cottage for the summer, returned to
Steuben Monday.J
Mrs.

j

Be of

Proud to

Same Race.

Madam

and wife and

from

home

L. Sinclair is at

R.

Harbor, where she has been teach-

Winter

ing.
Simeon T.

There

was a

quilting bee at Mrs. Ada
Thursday. Three quilts
good time was enjoyed by

Gouldaboro's last
tied.

were

A

all.
Mr.

Mrs.

and

daughter

and

Colvin

Mabel, who have been at the Wayside Inn
for their
the past month, left Sunday
home in New York.
School here closed last week. The
teacher, Miss Villa Orcutt, was called to
her home in East Sullivan by the death
of her brother-in-law,
Harold Hanna,
from

pneumonia, following influenza.
and

appreciation

Much

are

due

credit

Fletcher T. Wood for getting the flat on
the corner in readiness for a flag pole to
be set soon.
There was a bee Saturday,
and had it not rained the work would
have been
The

completed.
meeting of

annual

library association
The officers elected:

the

village

held October 2.

was

President, John F.
Mrs. Etta Chick;
secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth Ashe; treasurer,
Edwin K. Merritt; trustees, John Jones,
Mrs. Grace Solderboltz, Blanche Kingsley; directors, Mrs. Grace Clark, Mrs.
Mary Noyes, Mrs. Cleora Stevens, Mrs.
Mrs.
Elizabeth Ashe, Harry P. Ashe.
Hannah C. Kingsley was elected librarian
for one year.
It was decided to enforce
rule two that “no books shall be kept out

Jones; vice-president,

kept

is

days.

than fourteen

more

two cents

four,

beyond

out
a

“no

When

that

time,

day shall be paid.”
books shall

book

a

tine of

a

Also rule

be lent

from

one

another.”

Every person holding
requested to return it to
the library Wednesday, October 9, as the
house t">

a

library

library

book is

will be closed for several weeks to

rearrange the books and

make

a

complete

catalogue.
Oct. 7.

L.
______

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs.

Bartlett

Ada

Cherrytieid.
George Noyes
Presque Isle.
Miss

has

and wife have

to

returned

has’^returned

Colburn

Olive

returned

to

to

Waltham, Mass.
Jeanette Clark has returned tome

Mrs.

from Massachusetts.
Miss Charlene Wilson is at

home

from

Boston for two weeks.
Mrs. Irene Conner has accepted
tion to teach in Yarmouth.

Fred Black and
returned to Boston

of Bar Harbor

over

Mr.£Carro:l

and

guests 'ol Mr.

were

and

Held Off Whole Company.
When they found them there was
pile of empty shells several inches
high around the gun and not a single
round of unexpended ammunition remained. The two had held off a whole
company of Boche machine gunners
for several hours.
enemy

ne

uau

ueen

tirouou

a

ueuo

in the road, a scant .r>0 yards away,
and hadn’t hcen able to advance becanse of the brisk fire of the lone
American gun manned by the ser(teant and the private. The sergeant
had been evidently pointing the gun
and the private had been feeding It.
Their only protection had been a little ridge where the dirt had been
thrown tip bealde the road.
The undergrowth Just behind them
had been cut to ribbons by the Boche
bullets and the trees near where the
enemy hail been were scarred by Yankee fi e. It had been the hottest kind
of a tight and the Americans had been
winning against the terrible odds until a shell burst right on them and
killed both.
Who) her It was a Boche shell or
one of our
own.
nobody ever will
know. Both sides had been firing into
that part of the wood. Whatever the
source of the shell. It had done Its
work quickly and thoroughly, for the
men
were badly
torn.
Death probably tad come instantaneously. They
had gone while the joy of buttle was
still upon them.
Death Not in Vain.
It was a glorious death but a sad
one because a few minutes after the
shell landed, the Boche had been
Another half an
obliged to retire.
hour, and the heroic pair would have
been safe. But they hail not died In
vain.
The company that they had
held at bay carried back to the German lines a story of American heroism th.it will do much to convince the
Boche that the men from across the
sea are going to decide the war.
The
sacrifice of these two lives will save
others.
They called on the Y. M. C. A. man
to help bury these two heroes.
It was
not l.is first experience as a member
of a burial party because he had been
at th
front all through the big push.
As ht aided in the burial he could not
help wishing that of all the thousands
engaged In that battle these two might
have been spared.

Sunday.
Mrs.

Preble,

Edward

!Fannie Dunbar

Saturday.

Yeaton

Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Stevens

Mrs.

posi-

a

Whiting

and

WEIGHT

GAIN

IN

TRAINING

daughter, called here by the death of C.

Preble,

H.

have

returned

to Massachu-

setts.

The

community

is

saddened

the

by

Fred Black (Marie Dunbar
occurred at her home in West
Somerville, Mass., last week. Mrs. Black

Young Women Students in Montana
Also Increase Height and
Lung Capacity.

death of Mrs.
which
was

of

a

cheery, genial disposition,

friends

won

wherever she

and
She

lived.

husband, mother {Mrs. Fannie
Dunbar),a little daughter and step-daugh-

leaves

ter,

a

to

tended.

wham
The

much

body

sympathy is exwas
brought here

Saturday, and services were held at the
,‘Church of Our Father” in the |afternoon
Rev. George Sparks^ offiat 2 o’clock.
ciated.

Interment

was

in

York

Hil!

cemetery.
Oct. 7.
LAMOINE.
C. M. Stratton has recovered

from grip

Miss Ella Bard has returned to Woburn

ML' souln, Mont.—Young women students In the freshman eluss at the University of Montana here last year
gained in weight, height and lung capacity. according to the report of Miss
Ina Gittings. physical ilirector for

thorough physical examinat the beginning of school last

women.
ation

fall

A

showed

the

condition

lungs, posture, feet.

etc.

of heart,
A similar ex-

amination was made last spring.
The average gain in weight of each
girl taking physical training was a little over four pounds, the average gain
in height was about oue-third inch,
and the average increased lung capacity was one cubic inch.

FIGURES

IN

King

and

son

Covey

has

returned to schoo.

Mrs. E. M.
of

at

grip.
Eugene

L.

Harold

are

il

Charleston.

The schools and church services have
suspended until danger of epidemu
is past.
The henpen at the rear of John Whit
been

place
night. Cause

aker’s

wa9

burned

on

Saturday

unknown.

Oct. 7.

R.

Doan's Ointment ii
annoy, drive one wild.
praised for its good work. 60c at all druf
stores.—Advt.

may

The merchant who doe« not advertised
a

dull

season

makes it

more

those who do advertise.

profitable fo\

AGAINST WIDOWS MARRYING

®n>ttu*rvnm

COUNTY NEWS

SINKING

\ Fateful Number Pliys Prominent Pert
In Connection With Loss of
Oransa.

COVE.

SEAL

COUU) HUT SLOP
THE HEADACHES

Misa Beatrice Horlgdon of Center, returned Thursday from Corinna, where she
\i»itedber brother, Dr. Frank A. Hodg-

Pa.—The figure 13 was I
don.
very prominent In connection with the
The agricultural club held asocial and
sinking of the steamship Oransa, on
which werp the 57 T. M. C. A. war, lobster supper at the hall Monday ever.ing, Sept. 30. All report a floe time.
workers. The following is part of a
I About |7 was retliz-'d.
letter received at the Metropolitan
Mrs. Hannah
of Bangor is
Heath
headquarters of the Pittsburgh Y. M.
C. A. from one of the secretaries in
seriously ill ai her summer home here.
Little hope is held for her recovery. Her
London.
“The sailors said they were not subrother, V. J. Flye, is here.
perstitious, but—
Lester Lunt, one of our young agricul“The passeneers went on board on turists, took first prize at Hluebili fair,

Pittsburgh,

j

a

Friday.

ship.
“R. C. Bennett, of New York, assigned to berth No. 13. was the only seasick passenger. He moved out. Thomas B. Dawson of Providence. R. I„ who
took on No. 13, had the narrowest escape.
“The torpedo struck at 1:03 a. ®.,
sinking the Oransa in thirteen min»
•
ute*.
"Lifeboat No. 18 alone was destroyed by the explosion.
“Fpon reaching shore a conference
was called in Room No. 13. and one
man received hat check No. 13.
“On the thirteenth day out a black
cat on board Increased the passengers
by three black kittens. Aside from
that there was nothing connected with

superstition.”

112 Corn-no St., St. Jobs.
"I feel I must tc'.l you of the great
benefit I hare received from your

He recently received his
thrift stamps.
A supper and social for the benefit of
the grange, to purchase a service flag, was
held at the grange ball. Center, Saturday
evening. Sept. 28. About |8 was realized,
enough for the purpose.
Capi.C. H. Robbins of Atlantic, formerly of Seal Cove, recently returned from
Camp Devens, where he visited his son,

premium

Jay,

ho

w

wonderful medicine, ‘Fruit-a-tives’
I have been a sufferer for

in

as

w

ill of

very

many
years from Violent Headaches, and
could get no permanent relief.
A friend advised

50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
Byron Campbell of Center left Tuesday
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
Camp Upton, Yaphanic, N. Y., called
for the limited service.
Mr. Campbell
was accompanied as far as Ellsworth by , gave bis life in tbe nohle cause.
Private
bis sister and her husband. Will Butler services were held at bii borne here Mooand wife, and Miss Mary Bartlett.
day. Mr. Torrey was an esteemed memOct. 5.

N.

Deep sympathy

is extended

to

Fred Butler in the death of

Mrs.

derot

one

country, part from stocks In neutral
countries, where Industrial Red Cross
agents have been able to satisfy
a
portion of their needs, and part
from the Italian market, now nearly
exhausted.
In addition, orders for
food were distributed to persons whose
needs were guaranteed, small certificates good for live lire worth of rice,
canned meat or condensed milk, when
presented at the city storehouses. To
pay for this draft on the municipal
provisions, the American Red Cross
deposited 20;000 lire with the city as-

lodge acted
Oct. 7.

of

monia, aged about five months.
services

held at the

was

Mrs. Charles Minnegerode relume 1 to
Baltimore Sunday.

Funeral

Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Freese
officiating. Burial in Seal Cove cemetery,
7.

N.

i

!

in town last week.

conservatory,

account of influenza.

closed

on

accompanied home
Davis of New York.

telegram

A

came

be

improving,

and

camp only
stricken with

about

death
lie

three

influenza.

and

been

Trenton, X. J.—Despondent saloonkeepers will be committed to the workhouse by Magistrate Gernghty If they
fall In attempts to kill themselves. An
example was furnished recently when
Michael Curley, at one time the proprietor of a prominent drinking place
In the city, was sent to the Institution to serve three months because he
tried to drown himself In a creek.
He
was pulled out In the nick of time by
a

policeman.

When arraigned in court, clad only
In a blanket, Ourtey delivered a brief
speech In which he said: “I am soI attended a funeral
ber. all right.
a
few days ago, and then decided
there was nothing more to live for,
so I jumped into the creek.
No one
cares for the, and I’m just in the

weeks

when
to the

man

who

3?rtjrrUsni.nu«

of

themselves
ever

WEST HANCOCK.
J. McFarland la at home from Portsmouth, N. H.
8.

Edgar Butterfield and

j

for

w

ife left last week

Boston for the winter.

F.E. Milliken
pairs made

on

his

having extensive
buildings.

is

Eddie Graves left Saturday for Brighton.
Mass., for a visit with relatives.
Mrs. Estelle Shaw of

Ellsworth

i»

visit-

Millikeu, who suffered a paralytic
Sept, lb, is still seriously ill, with
hope of his recovery.

little

Mrs. Minerva Rich of Tbomaaton, who
relatives here, left Friday for Bangor, where she has employhas been visit mg

Here

la

One Treatment That Alt Sofferen
Can Bely t’pon.

ment fur the winter.
Oct.

If you

want

to

drive catarrh and

who

M.M.M.

7.

all its

disgusting symptoms from your system in
the shortest
possible time, go to your
druggist and ask tor a Hyomei outfit to-day
Breathe Hyomei and it will rid you of
catarrh; it gives such quick relief that all

NORTH LAMOINE.
Lester E. Young has received an appointment as corporal at Camp Devens.

use it for the first time are astonished.
Mrs. John Moore and infant son. who
Hyomei is a pure, pleasant antiseptic. |
which is breathed into the lungs over the
have been in Bath, returned home last
inflamed membrane; it
kills the catarrh
aoolbea the sore spots, and heals ail
u flam mat ion.
Millard Kittredge and wife, who were
Don’t suffer another day with catarrh;
account of
he disease is dangerous and often ends called to Medford last week on
serious illness of their son Harvard,
the
in consumption. Start the Hyomei
treatdanger. Their
ment to-day.
No stomach dosing, no sprays, report him as out of
or douches; Just
breathe it—that’s all. Ask. daughter Mae to still quite ill.
C. E Alexander.
VOct.:.

f;erma,

Sbkcrtutmrnts

I Wfespi |

*

orn in its
\
choicest form

0
0

near
been

under tire before, but the Germans
received
no
sounder
thrashing anywhere along that
fiercely contested front than
that given them by our men.”
This sentence is contained in
a letter from Col. Edward Vollrath, who is with the Eightysecond Infantry brigade. Arneri
can Expeditionary forces.

Godmother to Fimoui Gun.
Olympia. Wash.—Mrs. Ernest Lister,
German Doctor Urges a New Law tc
i wife of the governor of
Washington,
Give Single Women a
has accepted an invitation from the
Chance.
of France to act as god1 battlefields
mother in the christening of the first
Amsterdam, Holland.—Enactment oi gun in a French battery that has serva law in Germany to prevent widows
ed with distinction at Verdun, on the
from remarrying so as to leave the
Somme and in Flanders, and is still
few available men for single women ie
serving In the present drive. In her
urged in a letter to the Tag by a Mu
honor, Mrs. Lister’s name will be innich doctor, Hans von Hertig.
He ; scribed on the
gun.
points out that the widows, througt
remarrying after the war. would have
Squaw Prove* Patriotism.
a detrimental effect on the birth rate
Milwaukee.Wis.—Mrs.Cassie Denney,
as most of them are mothers already.
a full-blooded Indian of Oneida, Wls„
“On December 1, 1910,” he writes
hag given three of her sons to the serv“there were In Ge-ruiny -ibout 300,001
| ice of Uncle Sam in the present war
widows net•••!*":,
m
: ;,.>s cf eightee:
md says that a fourth wiil go as soon
and forty-five. At r
modest esti : as he Is old
enough.
mate there arc su.«v.'io."
I

re-

H. C.

Catarrh Vanishes

Bucyrus, O.—“Few, if any, of
men who gave such a good

account

John Coulter and wife and frieuds,
Concord, N. U., made a short call
recently on hi* brother C. M. Coulter.
L.
Oct. 7.

shock

the

Chateau-Thlerry had

week, called there by the ill-

of her husband.

ing her niece, Mrs. Herman Sinclair.

0 0-00 0^ 0 CO o o o 009

INEXPERIENCED YANKEES
WHIP GERMANS SOUNDLY

ami

from

a

sympathy

goes out

sterling^worth of this young

way."

*

ness

in

ARE DOOMED FOR WORKHOUSE

Magistrate.

returned home

Stoniugton

an-

aged mother and the brothers and sisters.
Too much cannot be said of the character

community

Cousins
visit in

em-

Mrs. Walter Kane went to Southwest
Harbor last

She

eame as

had

The

a

Wednesday

has been

the school

Thursday night

his

home

where she

Evelena

Mrs.

nouncing the death of Clarence Torrey at
Camp Devens. News of bis serious illness
came a week ago, but he was thought to
shock to his relatives,

returned

Saturday, from
Swan's Island.

Miss Ruth

by

Lord

Rockland,
ployed.

from the

being
was

Doris Kane arrived home Mooa visit in Southwest Harbor.

from

F. H. Goldsy of the Parker Asphalt Paving Co., Philadelphia, is at Roy Allen's
for a few days inspecting staves from the
Long island mills.
New England

and

friends here

from

Mira

Frank
bunting trip on Long
Leighton
Island this week, and secured one deer.

home

on

Merrill Carter and Guy Jordan left last
the seminary at Bucksport.

Charles Allen and

is

Kockland

week to attend

were on a

Miss Florence Allen

Mann

to

son
of Bucksport
Tuesday.
Mrs. Alston Milliken and daughter returned from Gardiner Wedneaday.

day

D. D. Smith, second officer of steamer
Mineola, is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Cartis Young.

Young,

Alden

Miss

Mrs. Eva Nevelis is very ill of influenza.
There are several mild cases about town.

Curtis

Mrs. Lydia Smith went
Wednesday lor two weeks.
called

NORTH SEDGWICK.

The press of the country commenton this relief work of the American people as "the greatest single gift
on record to any Italian city during
the war."

Suicides in New Jersey
Are Sent Up by Police

X.
SURRY.

Episcopal chapel

of the entire

Frustrated

bearers.

as

their twin sons, Ronald, who died Sept.
30, after a brief illness of bronchial pneu-

sessor.

ed

Sedgwick grange, and Pond Vie*
of P.
Four brothers from tie

lodge, K.

Mr. and

Mim Eva Marks of East Bluebill visited

Washington.—In the historic Palazzo
Vecchlo of Florence. Italy, the American Red Cross distributed clothing to
more than 40.000 refugees and poverty-stricken Italians In two days. The
contents of each parcel covered a
wide variety of needs, from underwear
to layettes for children yet tinhorn.
Part of the supply came from this

so

for

Oct.

Organization Performs Big Task In
Helping the Unfortunates in
That Country.

‘Fruit-

with great
success ; and now I am entirely free
of Headaches, thanks to your
splendid medicine”.
MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW,

is out of

man

to take

me

a-tives' and 1 did

All

influenza.

glad to bear the young
danger.
are

CROSS WORK IN ITALY

RED

Until SheTried“Fruit-a-tive$”
(or Fruit Liver Tablets)

cucumbers.

on

“The Oransa left America on April
13.
“Thirteen vessels were In the convoy.
“Thirteen preachers were on board
the Oransa. also thirteen Methodists.
“It was the thirteenth round-trip for
the commander of the convoy and the
thirteenth trip for an escorting war-

Post

Toasties

Mass.

Itching, torturing akin eruptions disfigure
PAUPER

TWO HOLD OFF*
GUN COMPANY

*‘13*’

!

Crisp, Tender,

bubbly flakes
ThaT saTisfy

wiTK Their delicious ■flavor.

cttlMllt&rtn.ift

at

Ellsworth.

She spent the week-end
parents.
trank L. Trundy has been drawn to
serve as
juror at the October term of
court at Ellsworth.
Cards recently received from the
with her

Women who are losing
weight and energy—who
look pale and feel languidneed the healthful effects of

don

boys

GOOD OLD “PEP” NEVER LEAVES
YOUR UNCLE SAMUEL’S FIGHTER
;

Brag-

announce

their

safe

arrival

This is their ninth
trip.
Friends here share with Mrs. Leone
Hanna sorrow and
sympathy in the loss
of her husband, Harold D.
Hanna.
overseas.

Beecbantfs

—

;

or

teristic Is His

Miss Margaret E.
Nickerson, R. N., of
New \ork, is spending a vacation
with
her parents, T. N. Nickerson and
wife.

Pills

In the Battle Line

i

Sorrento is well over the
top in the sale
of W. 8. S. With an allotment of
$2,998.15,
the cash sales to date amount to
$4,767.23.

Lying Wounded in

Hospital His Chief CharacIndomitable Spirit—If There Is Yet an

American Who Does Not Hate the Hun He Should Hear
the Tales of the Heroes of Chateau-Thierry.

Paris.—The Indomitable and uncon- He’s
Arthur
Baker
of
Doorway,
querable spirit of the soldiers from j “Kalntuckee,” and he had just gone
the United States Is one of the out- Into line with his company when the
standing characteristics that excite ball opened. The barrage got him, but
chairman of the liberty loan
committee, the admiration of all who come in con- didn't put him out.
A little later,
will take your
subscription, and give any tact with them. They make the Amer- when the Germans came over to see
information desired.
lean proud of his nationality and about It, Baker was still on the Job.
Oct. 4.
arouse the envy of those who, hy cirworking his gun for all he was worth.
THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
cumstances over which they have no When the Americans had to go back
control, are denied the privilege to be Baker was so exhausted he couldn’t
Mrs. Joseph Brink worth, who has been
retire. His comrades picked him up
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sadie Dalzell, one of them.
If there is yet an American who and carried him.
in Portland, returned home
Saturday.
does not hnte the Hun, he or she
Chief Engineer M. E. Scammon of the
They Didn’t Last Long.
should have seen the first tralnload
U. 8. 8. P. 862, w ho has been
“TTelnle” tried out one of tits favorvisiting his , of American wounded that arrived
ite stunts of dressing up some of his
sister, Mrs. F. p. Goodwin, has returned
here from Chateau-Thlcrry. As these
to Boston.
soldiers In French and American uniheroes modestly related their experiforms, according to Anton Zolnowskl
Mrs. E. E. Scammon and little grandences, one had a mingled feeling of
of -848 South Turner avenue, Chicago.
daughter Alice, of Franklin, spent a few
for them and Intense hatred
worship
“We saw ten men on the edge of a
days last week with her daughter, Mrs. for
the blood-maddened beasts who are
little wood a little dlstnnce away,
Frank Goodwin.
responsible for the awful agony which eight of them were in French uniFuneral services for Daniel M.
Gray, the world is now suffering.
form and two In American.'We yelled
who died in the Bar Harbor
In a compartment with n number of
hospital
to them to come over and Join
us.
last Sunday, were held in the Union French wounded was n
I
nineteen-year- They advanced a few paces and then
church Tuesday afternoon. Rev. R. H. old
from
all
He
was
boy
Chicago.
tire on us.”
Moyle of Elis worth officiating. Mr. alone and surrounded by men who 1 opened
Zolnowskl smiled rather unpleasGray will be aadly mi.-sed in this neigh- could not
his
was
He
speak
language.
antly as he patted a right arm that
borhood, where he had lived for many
In the most terrific pain, but managed
bears a machine-gun bullet.
years. He was a man of sterling qualities,
to
keep down the slightest groan.
a devoted Christian and
“They didn't last long. We made
helpful neighbor.
could
have drawn a whisper one dash for them. Not one of ’em
Nothing
He leaves one daughter,
Mrs. Evelyn
from him before his French comrades
got away.
Gatcomb of this place and a
They were Germans all
grand- In arms.
right. There was another group comdaughter, Miss Dora Bunker, who has
A Ked Cross doctor asked him If
ing up. I got a private and then the
alw ays
lived
with
her
grand fat In r.
there was anything he wanted.
officer in charge sailed Into me.
I
Interment w'as in the family lot in the
“Just a drink of water, please,” was | tried
to shoot him with my rifle, but
cemetery here.
the low answer.
It was broken. I got him all right,
Oct. 7.
G.
He got If. The doctor asked if there
though.”
was anything else he
The
wanted.
WALTHAM.
me untcagoan seemed inclined to
Schools are closed on account of in- boy wanted to he turned on his side, j end the conversation there.
With a machine-gun bullet through
fluenza.
“How’d you get him?” I asked, after
ms leg nnn a wound rnat nan scorenea
a little pause.
Henry Bra ley has be*n laid up the pa.-t Its
across his hips, to say nothway
"Just turned the hutt end of my gun
week w iih uoila on his arm.
ing of an injured arm. he was perfect- I around and clubbed him over the head
Erlord Haslam, who has had employly Incapable of helping himself.
with It,” replied Zolnowskl In the
ment in tire a ci, iirtS reiurneu nomc.
The doctor turned 1dm on his side | most matter-of-fact tone.
During the’clothing drive for the and then discovered the lad had had
When the Americans came back at
Unfor- J them It didn’t take
Belgians, this lown furnished 142 pounds nothing to eat for 32 hours.
long to clean every
of clothing.
tunately he was only one of many In German out of their territory, deIts
the
same
fix.
The
Red
did
Cross
|
L.
Jordan
and
who
have
U<urge
wife,
clared Elmer Sturtz of Wellshurg.
been ui Lamoille inr pasi summer, have best and soon had what emergency ! Pa.
Before he got a Mauser ball in
food It had in the hands of those who j his right shoulder Sturtz had the exreiurneu home.
still
to
use them. The more
were
able
Mia. llo.xard Du vis and Mrs. Simeon
treme good fortune to see two ponseriously injured, of course, were the toon bridges the enemy had thrown
Like of Eitawortu Falls visited relaliV 8
line
first
to
he
removed
the
long
by
here Saturday.
across the river destroyed by the acof waiting ambulances.
curate fire of the American artillery.
Miss Vara E. Jordan is ill at her bon e
Indomitable Spirit.
Content to Be Going.
here of influenza. Her muuy trieuds nope
Before the train pulled in the ambufor a speedy recover.).
They were filled with Germans, too.
lances were drawn up and waiting. So
Oct. 7.
Some of them were coming, hut there
L.
As the first amwas a small crowd.
were others who seemed very content
HANCOCK.
bulance quit the station the crowd
Two shells from Amerito be going.
Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell of hranklin re- I started to oheer. There was a dough- | can slx-lnchers lit squarely over the
turned to her home this wvek, after a
boy on the front seat with the driver, j bridges. There was a terrific report
visit w ith her daughter,
Mrs. Mina I one arm in a sling, the other stuffing
followed by an inferno. Both bridges
a sandwich into his mouth. He waved
Young.
Both were
j crumbled in the middle.
: crowded
in
the
sandwich
acknowledgment,
Mrs. Eugene Hodgkins has received
beyond their limits. BliN of
while
a contented look came over his
Germans came raining down for alword
that her relatives in Brockton,
drawn and tired face.
most three minutes, according to the
Mass., who were ill of influenza, art reThe crowd increased as the ambuspectator, while from the rivers the
covering.
lances formed almost a continuous
wild cries of the injured and drownZelman E. Dyer and Pearl Record of
train. Words of sympathy were heard
ing made a picture Sturtz will always
the Ault- W illiumson Shoe Co., Auburn,
on nil sides not unmingled with tears
carry with him.
who came to join Eugt-ne Hodgkins ^ai d
America
that
of
ns the flower
Young
For a few minutes the river was
H. S. Young on a ten-days’ Ashing trip to
had inarched forth so valiantly a few
The
literally choked with bodies.
weel
Scboodic
point, returned last
was
short months before
painstaking- Germans were at last moving on
reporting a pleasant vacation at Camp
ly transferred to base hospitals.
Paris, but In a way they hud hardly
Josephine, even if bad weather conditions
At the end of the procession came
reckoned.
prevented them doing much trawling.
the
a cortege that the crowd grasped
Between puffs of a cigarette, the
Oct. 7.
Spec,
were
meaning of In a moment. They
first he’d had In a day, Frank Hogan
ambulances, but their destination was
of Galveston, Tex., confirmed Sturtz’s
BAB HAKBOK.
\
the cemetery and not the hospital.
story of the wholesale drowning of
l*on Rodick, aged twenty-two years,
The women wept openly and crossed j the enemy.
The Texan was working
son of W. E.
Rodick, died Thursday in themselves, while the hat of every
a Stokes gun a hundred feet from the
New York, where he was stationed with
man in the crowd came off in a resouthern bank of the river when the
He
was graduated
naval reserve.
the
spectful salute to the dead.
first waves of field-green began to
from Kent’s Hill seminary, afterward at- ]
The sight was one to wring the
cross.
tending the Harvard radio school. He | IiPnrT, l» 111 lllC iiuhmiii
ui
n|>uu
“You can't say enough for those
unlisted in the naval reserve last year, and
America bobbed up whenever a man
artillery pays,” he said, as he tried
bad been on board a scout cruiser from !
able to talk above a gasp was found.
to twist Into as comfortable a posime New York station. He leaves besidef
Many of the wounds were from shrap- tion ns a wounded thigh permits.
one
bis parents,
sister, Mrs. Elmer nel.
Where they were not really
“Tea minutes after the orders had
1
Lleaves, and a half-brother, A. Stroud serious the
possessors told the tale
te-en telephoned to the batteries they
Rodick.
of what they had been through.
that river.
h id a perfect range on
It was five o’clock in the morning ot
While we were pouring bullets into
July 15 before the platoon to which the Helnies the guns got their numLouis Cooke of Rayville. La., belonged
and large
with
both
bers
small
saw the Germans approaching.
were
shells. At the spot where we
“Our officer just yelled. ‘Let's get
stationed I reckon there must have
after
’em. boys!’ and we started
been about 3,000 of the Fritzles
them.’’ said Cook. “The Heinles were
cot across the river. They didn’t all
coming up on the south bank of the
Tn fact, I don’t' think there
go hack.
Marne and there were only eight of
were hardly any of that bunch that’ll
we
We captured
go back to Germnny.
Signs of w.irms iu children are: Derauged us to about sixteen of them, but
My ever 1,300 ourselves and killed easily
stomach, sure cleaned out that first batch.
stomach, swellen upper lip, sour
offensive breath, hard and full belly with oc- pleasure ended right there,
though, 300. The rest were trying to beat it
casional griping* and pains about the navel,
for a piece of shrapnel banged me in
hack to the other side when our shells
pale face of leaden tint, eyes heavy aud dull, the left arm and it was back to the
hit their bridges.”
twitching eyelids, itching -»f the nose, itchme.
believe
my
woods for me.
But,
Some Sharpshooter.
ing of the rectum, short dry rough, grinding
the
In
share
its
driving
company did
A Pittsburgher, N. G. Rameno, who
of the teeth, little red points sticking <>ut on
Huns into the riven”
was injured in the arm by a piece of
Longue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
The safe method for ridding ihe child of
Didn't Know When to Quit.
shrapnel, says there’s one American
Mrs.
Elixir.
True’s
worms
is to use Dr
If anyone wants to know why the
sharpshooter that made a record anyWilliam G. Bonin, of Caddo, Oklahoma,
one might
be proud of during the
Americans were at first driven back
wrote regarding Dr True’s Elixir. “We have
first of the mlxup. While the German
from the river bank, they are hereby
laed it for our childreu for the last twelve
referred to Lonnie Shelton of Rurengineers were trying to throw their
pears aud certainly kuow the value of it.”
first pontoon bridges over he picked
dine, Ky. Shelton’s unit alone* took
ifou can buy l)r. True’s Elixir wherever medoff twenty-eight of them with his
over 500 prisoners when the Americine is sold. Pleasanttasting gentle actii g
rhe family laxative aud worm expeller for cans returned to the counter-attack,
ride. I couldn’t get his name, but he
ihiidreu and grown folks.
and hut for the fact that a number
already wears a sharpshooter’s medal.
He deserves another.
of them were knocked out. ns Shelton
of
in
Lots
soldiers
was. they would have still been going.
believe
“They knocked us back at first by “hunches.”
James L. Taul of No. 730 Spruce
the most terrific barrage I ever saw
turned loose, but we didn’t stay back
street, Philadelphia, does, and it’s a
long.” declared he. “We got the order fortunate thing for him that he
to counter-attack, ^nd the way we
played his. With a comrade Paul was
in a dugout during a barrage. Shells
waded back Into Mr. Roche was someEntirely Free from
were landing all uround.
Catarrh of the Stomach
thing to write home about. I’ve never
Finally one
They
seen such r bunch as we had.
blew in the entrance, so Paul decided
“Peruna has positively done for
mt, what many doctor* foiled to
advanced yelling like hell, bayonetted
their dugout was becoming a little too
I have been time and again
do.
that
and shot down every Heinie
warm.
He waited for a short lull in
compelled to take to my bed for
days. The first bottle of Peruna
didn’t know enough to get out ot the
the terrific firing and then darted for
relief and while I always
gave
Those guys could never heat
at other shelter.
He had not gotten
way.
keep it in the house for emergencies. I coialdrr myself entirely
America in a thousand years, and tell
fifteen feet away from the dugout
free from catarrh of the stomach,
so.”
’em I said
when a big one scored a direct hit
the trouble from which I suffered fer so long before taking
Kentucky had another man In that on it His companion was killed, but
this remedy.”
to
when
same scrap that didn’t know
Paul escaped with a wound from a
Liquid or Tablet Form
quit, even after a piece of shrapnel splinter that will keep him out of acSold Kverywherr
had cut a nasty gash in his right leg.
tion for several weeks.
Ask Your Dealer
allotment for the fourth liberty
loan is $5,100. Don’t
forget to buy your
bond. Doit now! Postmaster
Trundy,
Sorrento

NEWS

COUNTY
BLUEHILL.
Ensign Alvra D. Gray
e?k’s furlough.

v

is

home

on

a

Ahhie Grow has gone to Fort land to
her brother, Rev. D. 1. Gross.

v-git

i'base Barker and wife are visiting Mrs.
Barker's parents, J. M. Snow and * ife.

Owing
churches,

prevailing epidemic, the
public library and

the

to

schools,

been

theatre have

closed

further

until

notice.
Red

The

shipped

Cross

350

pounds of

clothing, the greater part of which
new, for Belgian relief last week.
rooms of the society at the town hall
t« closed for a time, but the comfort
for the soldiers will be completed at

shipped
expired.

before

and

Domes

lotted

has

the

was

The

will
kits
the

tune al-

Mrs. Jarues AnRecent departures:
Mrs. Victor 8*.robe!, Mrs. Starr,

otr»,

Fmladtlphu; Mrs. 'Iheodore Nevin

and

daughter, S-wickley, Fa.; F. F. Smith
and (aunty, W. F. Falmer and family,
C.e-elanfl; Mrs. L Ward Feters, Boston; i
[)r. and Mrs. J. E. Abbott aud Miss Charlotte Wo*brock, Ne a* Y. rk.
The funeral of Chandler Hutchins, who
at Camp Dsvena l*st week, was held
th" Bsptist chapel,
Sunday morna
ing. Kev. K. M. Tration officiating. The
sue eii death of .Mr. Hutchins was a great

j

d<rd

p_

tk

y

,».v

bis

to

friends

numerous

floral

beautiful

in

tributes

testified

loving esteem in which he

to toe

j

town.

by all.
meeting

patriotic

weonesaay
evening, under tbe auspice* of the Army
and Navy club and the liberty loan committee, filled every seat in the town ball.
P.
Private
George
Whitney of tbe
Canadian army described derails of life
The

intensely interest-

an

carefully

He

manner.

ing

in

trenches

in tbe

avoided

any

attempt at sensationalism, and although j
be

the

carries

marks

of

severe
many
referred to his own

sounds, he scarcely
experiences. He was followed by Kev.
R. B. Mathews of Ellsworth, who delgoiedtbe audience with his humorous
stories and
aroused enthusiasm by his
patriotic appeal for the success of the
fourth loan. Tbe applause given both
speakers amounted almost to an ovation.

OTIS.
BOYS
Mr

Mrs.

and

IN

SERVICE

George

P.

of

Dunham

Kt.naorih palls, who have many frL-nds
m

this

love

lba

an

example

,.Mtrio.i«m of the parents

alty

he l

Mr.

(uriiinh

a.ciion.

ii

and heroism of the

^juuhaui,

is.

u

of the

with

less

no

the

boys.
right

kind of spirit to do “their bit” sent their
only child, Edward K., into tbe service,
and
m

no*
ibeir

health

a

vail

bis

r

to

vice 10 his

return

home

nurse

him

to

do all

back

to

may be of further
country. Soou after war

ser-

,>«»..
that

be

was

declared, young Dunham, a splendid specinaeu of puysical manhood, enlisted, and
sent to Prance, the first of October, 1917.
H* “xperi.'nt-ed hard Service in the winter
and spring, and was wounded.
He was in
s
hospital in Prance six months, then was
Not to New V«.r*, and from there to the
geoeral hospital in Atlanta, Ga.
His
parents

are now ex

acting him

home

on a

furl ugu.
A little s;rvi e flag is waving at the
pleasant little borne of Aaron Salisbury
an1 wife, having one star for Howard,
tneir youngest son, now in Prance.
Mr.

fialisoury

an

i

wife

went

to

Ellsworth

tat Saturday to invest in liberty bonds.
They feel that they are wrell paid tor the
*8
*

sacrifices they’ve made to save,
day has come when their money
help their country, their son and

tbe
*1

Another
son

!

youth,

of Willis

Irving
Salisbury,
Salisbury and

lain the
class
ready for service, and will go in the
D*xt contingent. Young Salisbury
eagerly
w*»o
w

visits the time

when

he wilt be called.

Garland and wife have also a ton
Winslow M., in the war, doing his par.
toward an early victory for America.
Oft. 7.
Da vis.
>rge

SORREN IX).
Road Commissioner D. L. Perry is belay
°n the
State-aid road.

Southards & Clark are making some reimprovements on Dr. Gay’s eot-

pairs and

The Cove school is temporarily closed,
owing to the illness of the teacher, Miss

Rnfkin.

Gave
Relief
so

Writes
p

*!rV

is ill.

Lester Orcutt is at home from Portland.

Miss Ola Smith is at home from Seal
Harbor.
Miss Adah
and

Savage

visiting

is

in

Bangor

And

vicinity.

Gilbert Buzzell of Cberryfleld is visiting
his son Jotham.

W.

VanBuren. Engineer, G.
H‘*hht,,d St-Gr»n*

^
Ra*diR&:
Mich.

contain the elements needed to improve the health of delicate children
and restore strength to old people.
Cod Liver and Beef Peptones, fror:
and ManganesePeptonatea, Iron anal
Ammonium Citrate, Lime and Soda
Glycerophosphates, Cascario.

semi-annual visit here.

Misses Eugenie

1 Rena Coombs

an

are

at

Harbor.

home from Northeast

Invigorates Old People

Any doctor will tell you that the
ingredients of Vinol as printed below

Carroll Clark and a friend from Brewer
spent the week-end here.
Dr. Merrirnan of Hollis is making his

Those who have puny, ailing or
run-down children or aged parents
may prove this at our expense.
Besides the good it does children
E. J. Rollins has gone to Brewer to run
end the aged there is
an engine for the Bangor Lumber Co.
nothing like
Vinol to restore strength and vitality
Roy Caler, who has been with the Brit- 1 to weak, nervous women and overish army in France four years,
was here
worked, run-down men.
Saturday.
Try it. If you are not entirely satisfied, we will return your money
Miss Muriel DeBeck has resumed her
without question; that proves our
position as assistant at Milo high school, f fairness and
your protection.
MilJohn P. Williams of BlocktOi), Mass., is
lions of people have been convinced
Reuben H.

last

week

spending

Williams

and

a

was

purchased

few

days

Seal Harbor

at

horse.

a

j

with his parents here,

Mrs. Ella Hardison

was

called to

this

way.

CHAS.

Or-

rington Thursday by illness in the family
of her daughter.
Jordan, a student at H. C.
Piitstteld, spent a tew days recently at
the home of Galen Orcutt.
Road Commissioner
menced work

Abbott

has

the State roid

on

suffered
its most

Bradbury, jr.

the

virulent

faithfully

hoped

School closes this

t.me,

on

account

Jordan will return

to

for

illness.

community

is filled

with deep

Russell had been away

boys’ working

few*

a

working in Aroostook county
of the

testimony

»o

of love and sym-

HUBBAiD.
MARIAVILLE.

Myrtle Rankins is very low.
Two of the Gusha children of Clift
ire at the home of E. (J. Dunham.

sor-

as a

Stephen

weeks,
member

reserve, and going
was taken
1

Spanish

influenza.

After

a

few

days in the hospital there, be was discharged before entirely recovered, and
ctmc home, arriving last Tuesday.
He

Ahert Rankins

was

called b**re

i
1

Mrs. Laura Remington,
w'ith
ter
husband and children, of Bangor, sp. nt
last week with her mother, Mrs. Matit la

Oct!

7.

if'.

Postum
Good Friend of the
Coffee
Drinker
Coffee often

disagrees

with the best of

us

When you find it wise to
stop coffee for a few days
on account of disturbed digestion or too muchnerves,
switch to Postum and note
the result.
Many people who love their
coffee follow this plan with
excellent results.

■

Postum comes in two forms:
Postum Cereal which must be
boiled,and Instant Postum,
made in the cup in a moment
They are equally delicious
and the cost per cup is about

the

same.

"There’s a Reason”

Rifles and

—

Big Game
Cartridges

for Shooting Right
the right spirit

KEEP
spirit—and
with

your

table,

^Vith

burning the good American pioneer
wholesome recreation and some game for
Remington UMC big game rifle and cartridges.

get
a

—

some

Remington UMC Autoloading or Slide Action Repeater in
your hands, loaded with Remington UMC Cartridges, when your
wel! earned chance comes to bag that big buck you will be prepared
to

a

shoot

right.

No bolt or lerer to blindly grab and wildly yank—your bands stay right in shootinf position. Easy to boot because fit. balance and sights are right. And bas tbe
speed, tbe accuracy and tbe punch to do its work quick and clean.
There

is not a single behind-tbe-times model or out-of-date feature in tbe
Remington UMC line of big game rifles. They are tbe leaders—leadership backed by
the Grand Prise gold medal, highest possible of honors. “'For modern Firearms and
Ammunition, awarded to Remington UMC at tbe San Francisco Exposition.

Sold

n

by the serious illness of his son’s wi e,
Mrs. Myrtle Rankins.
Carl Goodwin and wife of Boston, w no
have been visiting his parents, Mr. a id
Mr*-. C. R. Goodwin, have returned home.

recently to Batb^where be
with tbe

disposition,

Mrs.

row, and sympathy for the family, in the
death last Thursday of Kusseil, the sixteen-year-old-son of Mrs. Allie McDonald.

best

for.

Winter

Harbor.
Tbe

genial, sunny
reflected in bis

Miss Sara

her home in

of the

one

pathy.
Oct. 7.

short

a

was

community, loved by

Interment wasar the East Lacemetery Saturday afternoon. Rev.
J. W. Tickle of Ellsworth officiating.
Flowers from the grange and from friends

COVE.

week

of

Russell
of the

rnoine

bore silent
PARTRIDGE

the disease assuming
form, and lived but a

smiling face.
He leaves besides his mother, one brother,
Gtorge, and two sisters, Effie and Sylvia,
rhe brother and sisters are now ill of the
disease, but their recovery is sincerely

/
Echo.

0-*t. 7.

relapse,

a

young men
all for his

postoffice at West Franklin.
The grange fair here has been indefinitely postponed on account of the board
of health closing > l1 public places.
Word bn8 been received fr^rp Camp
L'evens, of the improved couaiiiou ul
Harold Worcester, Forrest Coombs and
Frank

ALEXANDER, Drugs*.,.,
Druggists Everywhere.

short time.

com-

near

E.

and

Miss Minnie

j

Bottferf PER UNA

m MAKES
CHILDREN STRONG

WEST FRANKLIN.

Kay Orcutt

WORMS MAKE
wife,,
SICK CHILDREN
twenty-first-year-old

themselves.
*ides»t

j
|

'airorauwmamfc

NEWS

>

j

held

was

a

COUNTY

by Snorting Goods D*alert in Your Community

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.
Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in ths VTorld
WOOLWORTH BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY

A

Bustling

COUSTY

WAR DEVELOPS
WEIRD SCHEMES

Business Community Created by the Development of
the Great Water Power at Rumford Falls

Mn>

NEWS

and son Charle.
*,n
for tb» winter.
R a
«nd wife will
occupy tbeir

from Cbelsea last week.

Sparling

One Inventor Would Snatch En-

Alra. Lewis Ladd

week.

emy Rifle? by Means of

baa been

piist

ill the

Gladys Spurling ia with
Thomas Stanley has been ill

Mrs.

Magnets.

Saturday,

ber.

.o

p»»t week,
fromll

borne

at me

tbe

Then There Is the Scissors Plane, the
Tally-Ho Cannon, and the Moon

by

pneumatic propulsion:

INDUSTRIAL

rumford

falls—the

international

paper

mills

Community

important

features

fn

addition

The

remarkable

character

of

the
the

dwellings erected for housing
workmen of the great manufacturing1

I industries has

been

supplemented by

judicious regard for recreation and
relaxation from toil that should be at
VIEW
OF
RUM FORD FALLS IN 1830.
1 once
clean and uplifting
To this
end there has been erected on the
*
Here on wide streets and in a difficulties of the beginnings of the main business street a spacious Club
unique park are to be found a class town. Mr. t hisholm pressed on and on. House known as the Rumford Me
of dwellings of a character and eie- and later was instrumental in estab- chanics institute where young and |
game foreign to most places who e lishing the great Continental Paper old may and do meet in social inter \
population is so largely made up of Bag mill and still later that note- course and healthful sport. The club j
mechanics and their families. At-. worthy industrial organization known is maintained by a large membership |
tractive brick residences with ampie as the Oxford Paper mill.
j of citizens augmented by generous;
To show' the importance of the re- 1 assistance of the corporations of th« i
grounds shaded by trees native to the
I
soil are the rule. The stranger learr.s sult of the development of the water ! tow-n.
from his guide that these fine homes
are occupied by the operatives of the
great paper mills and that giving to ■
the
community unusual attractive-1
and to the workers superior j
ness
homes was the fulfillment of the
splendid conception of the founder of ;
the community, the late Hugh J. j
Chisholm.
It. was here that about the year
1830 Mr. Chisholm set about to build
industrial community that will
an
ever be a lasting memorial to his indomitable energy and pluck. He saw
in the development of this great natural waterfall on the Androscoggin,
the possibilities which today are realities.
But those who know Rumford Falls
only as a well established and busy
town, have but slight conception of
the tireless energy, the far sighted
vision, the exercise of supreme faith
under discouragements, and the wer.rlr.g care by which ihe transformation
TYPICAL HOMES OF RUMFORD FALL8
from the little hamlet to the bust ing
was
accombusiness
community
at
Rumfor.l Falls and Its |
The characteristic energy of the |
plished.
power
A natural waterfall may be beauti- meaning to the S:ate of Maine, it is | original
founder has descended to1
ful to the eye. its grandeur may ho d ne. essary to comp:re the conditions younger but equally energetic hands,
olo.e
with
awe.
but
until
the
of
at
that
the
late
Mr. and the same desire to utilize every
us
plate
power
the water is harnessed no indu trial Chisholm began hi masterly work of natural advantage and to create addIt is of nc use- c onvert ng an insignificant settlement ed industries to utilize added develadvantage ensues.
to build a dam and direct the into a prosperous town.
oven
Previous to opment is constantly manifest.
Among the noteworthy accomplishments of recent date should be men
tioned he construction of the Great
Aziscohos Dam at Magalloway 14 interest in which is owned by the Rumford Falls Power Company and which
development materially Increases the
available power at Rumford Falls.
This new source of power has made
possible the re building of the Rum
ford Falls Power Company Dam, and
the Installation of new equipment
that gives an additional 10,000 h. p
to the former capacity.
3,000 h. p. of
this new development is to be utilised
a
new
by
industry known as the
Maine Power Sales Company.
This
plant for making Ferro-ellicon hat
Just been completed and started oper
a

—

aiing.

To such loyal sons of Maine are wi
in everlasting debt.
No measure of
success attained by them is unmerit
ed. for In aeqaring & competency fox
themselves they h:;ve given most
generously to the public good, aad
have creaiea opportunity and wealth
to thousands of individuals as well aa
added millions to the valuation 01

4

RUMFORD

FALLS

POWER

COUP-.NY PLANT,

15.C

v-ur

a

I

this week for

to

Riuiey

Ida

Mr*.

Stanley

and

mother, Mrs.
daughters, Ku;b
and two
Peterson
cbildieu, and Mrs.
Oscar Wedge and sou,arrived from Lomou
also

ner two

When

Onir*!

in

Irom

aai

news came

only

service

last week.
!

«,

saddened Wadnedeathol Jo0n
G. Ladd of pneumonia at Camp I)
vein,
Mass. He would have been
twciiiy-t»o
He was ol
years old on Oct. »
aierl.ng
character, and had made many Ir.ends
during Ins abort lile. lie had been ,n ine

Spurling.

Myra Steele,

Uor

board

The community

(Uj

borne of

tbe

Nome,

fumra!

Harbor, who
teaching at Sutton, spent tbe week-end
at

at

ol h.alth ha. closed
tnt
acbools and all public gathering!..
M.sa Tin. Ladd from
Wellraiev, Ma.«
and Private ijevl Ladd from Fort hi..,
u „’
N. Y., were at home to attend the
o( their brother.
Oct. 7.

spend the w inter.
is attending school

daughter Elva

Millard

lour

o! the

ka, and .a tn- t|r»t
give his life t.,r |,„
war.
The lunersi «ss

this town

ae

to

Augustus Birlero died suddenly Sunday night. He bad been in poor bealtn
a few days, but it was not thought tint be
was in a serious condition.
Heart failure
was tbe cause of bis death.
He retired
9
about
o’clock.
At 11 o’clock, bis wife

country
held Sunday at 1 p. in., in Ironi I
ttle
church. The dowers were beautilm.
He
leaves an aged grandmother. Mrs. K.
g,

suspecting something

trouble,
passed
away. Mr. Birleiti was seventysix years of age, a veteran of tbe Civil
war, and a Mason. He leaves besides bis
wife, one son, Fred, and two daughters.
Mrs. Herbert Stanley and Mrs. Leauder
Bunker, bedde* several grandchildren.
Tbe family has the sympathy of all. The

Caatine, Levi in the service, Crosoie and
Frederick of this town, sud three »i-ier#
Mrs. Ids Redman of Waterbary, Conn.
Tins Ladd of Wellesley, Mass., slid Mrs.

funeral

Ml.

lighted
quietly

lamp,

a

held

was

the

at

Uray, father and motber, .elr. aud Mrs.
Joseph Ladd, four brotbera, Arthur of

tbe

wus

and found

in this

he

bad

Mona Cousins of

Mrs. Clarence Hopkins anti little

Oct

7.

closed
a

case

Newport, K. I.,

Mr. aud Mrs. Brown of
were

on

Miss Dor.s

Leach

is home
een

from

ave

Lies-

Mrs.
called

W.

J.

Bangor

Creamer of

week

placed

ta

for

her

in

sons

was

j
|

community

The
week

to learn

youngest
The

funeral

Friday afternoon.
His wife

Charleston, a »t udent
school, was the week-

Friday

Schools closed

by

sister,

order of the

for

short raoata,

a

board of

Miss Mayo, teachers in Clark
high, have goue to their homes.
Penobscot goes

the top in every
week, in the drive for
clothing lor Belgians, the town was asked
to collect 200 poun is.
The committee
collected 445
Mrs.

over

j

pounds.
Wardwell

afternoon. She had
for

i

n

»

(ml

time, bat her dejth

some

shock

oe

to her

rig

health

came

many friends.
W. J. Creamer,

Mrs.

Charles

Mrs.

as

a

George W. Allen

from

has
Mrs

was

grandson,
jr., of New
York, and a brother, Otis Leach of thin
place. The funeral was held Monday.
Interment at Bay view cemetery.

Gideon

Mayo

The correspondent is grieve 1 to report
from intiueuzi of two of our

at

Penobscot,

son

whose death

a

male

His death

nurse.

suffering.

Both

boys

were

exemplary

and their deaths

large circle

a

come

of

us a

irieuds.

families have the

in every way,
great shock to
The bereaved

sympathy

Oct. 7.

to

were

uo service*

who

have

Thaddeus Pink ham, after

'-:n*

a

week here

on
parents, has returned id duty
L*. 8. sub-chaser on the Virginia •,,ast.

a

K.

E.

Carlisle,

influenza.

toe

with bis

Capt.

Sunday, owing

re-

a

widow

a

BAYSIDK.

Kay

and

wife

ay in pat by o( tbfir many
death of their youngest

ASHV1LLE.
There

leaves

Bcboois have been closed.

of all.

Woodlockk.

a-*

comes

He

C.

of

Camp Upton.

at

Th*

Thursday

pat by of all.
Oct 7.

North
of Joseph M. Hutchius.

occurred

h**-

a yesr or more,
and foi the f>aet f*w months had been a
of
great stiff rer, requiring constant

and three cbiioreu.

also

line

nr

is with

gradually failing for

been

young men, Lee Dorr of North Penobscot,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Dorr, whostdeath occurre 1 at Citnp D. vena rant wet-k.

Hutchins,

r-turned

house Saturday. Kev.
officiating. Capt. Over bad

lease from

Chandler

is

it

the

the death

and

be

visit in Franklin.

Guptill of Winter Harbor
Capt. E. A. Over died

»nd-

take

whs

Elizabeth Coombs

a

funerul

a

Hutching- had her foot
a haud-sewing oivlnne

denly ill the last of the week,
thought she is improving.

leaves

a

She

<uld

•.

.V ii.,
West Ring'
uncle, E. W. Cleaves, lait seek.

badly injured by
falling upon it.

Mrs.

Bunday

died

of influenza and

ill

Marcus Cleaves of
visited his

Last

Edna

Koch ofli- taring.

Bar Haroor.

Goss and

undertaking.

the home here

at

Miss

rnald,
Boston.

PROSPECT HARBOR

Miss !

health.

held

was

1

in

Col. Casper Cole and wife left Friday for

Margaret

Miss

Maurice,

death of

victim of influenza

was

Miss Carrie Goss of
her

sadly surprised ls*t

was

His brother Leroy and
present.
family accompanied the body her- aud
will not return to Boston.
Oct. 7.
B.

guests of his daughter, Mrs. WilHutchins, last week.

of

Maine and

be

not

William Bowden and wife of Camden

end guest
Goss.

western

of Mrs. Gertrude

son

Perkins has finished his duties
with the junior volunteers at East Waterford, and is home.
Hherman

Castine normal

indefinite time.

public gathering*.

of the

was a

at

daugh-

P. Gar bet t was called to CherrySaturday by the illness of relatives.
Mrs. Hannah Doyle left Saturday to

who

bert

with her

an

all

on

Wardwell.

were

is

field

visit

by the death of Mrs. Edna

here

Edith

Massachusetts.

daughter Helene
Bluebili for the winter.

gone to

of

>

Mrs

Mrs. E.

;

leaching.

Mrs. Annie Davies and
l

last

A ban

at A. E. Yarn urn's last week.

boro, where she has t

of

gu<»ts

ter, Mrs. Jessie Havey, who is ill at tier
home, North Sullivan.
The acbool board ordered ail schools

PENOBSCO r.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell, nurse, is
at Brnoksviile.

are

Mrs. Effle .Viacom her

beautiful floral pieces.
R.

lbere were

!X*sert

Bradbury.

Rev. A. M. McDoualu of Bar Harbor offiTbe Masous also conducted ser-

vice.

Spec.
FK AN KLIN.

Tuesday,

church

Cape Rosier.

Oct. 7.

ciating.

vs

bo died

tne

f ave

frienin ibe
child. Mason

Saturday.

Nantucket. «bo
spent two weeks with her daughter*
Mrs. A. E. I’louoo, returned borne MonMrs. Andrew

Swain of

has

Raymond Orcutt, who
is improving.

has

been

ill of

influenza,

Mrs. Harold

influenza,
at

the home

Oct.

Hanna, who ban been ill of

now

of

mother,

her

Mrs.

Morton
Mary
of Winter Harbor and Mrs. Qeneva Young
and daughter Miriam of Hast Sullivan,
were recent visitors at W. M. Pettee’s.
Mrs. Rose

Hand and

W. M. Pettte ha* been

home a few days
Thomaston, where he is employed.
Mrs. Petlee and daughter, who spent a
few days with her hue baud in Thomaston,
returned home with him.
from

Prayers were held at the grave Saturday
by Rev. Mr. Sparks, for Harold Hanna,
who died Wednesday of pueumonia folHe leaves a wife, a
lowing influenza.
father, William Hanna, a step-mother,
who cared for him

during

brother, Eugene Hanna,
Mrs. Andrew

Hanna,
Oct. 7.

of

Havey,

illness,

Hazel and

one

sisters,
Thelma

East Sullivan.

on

the

POINT.

Roger Higgins

and wife have

come

to

spend the winter with Mrs. Higgins’
grandmother, Mrs. K. F. Kemick.
Harold Higgins and Allison McDougai,
with their families, have gone to Portland, where they expect to secure em-

ployment.
Warren
i

both

many cases of the uiriuenzt
at the coaling atfttiou and

Friends here of Mr. and Mrs. Harry MeNider sympathize with them in the death
of their daughter Florence, aged eleven*
which

Friday.

occurred
The

iu

family

Dorchester,
moved from

Massachusetts

orite with all.

WEST BROOKSVILLF.
for*
Perkins, who had been
running as asaiataut engineer
l*11
a
steamer which reached Port
on
take”
tbe Utter part of last week, was
Edward

short time

with obit
came

be

supposed

a

heavy®0

re
Bangor, where be bad
be insist’worse
be

to

As

gre*

ner
being brought to bis home
bul‘
Tbe trip «.as made on Saturday,
influenza, develop*0
disease, Spanish
and Mr. Perkins died
upon

pneumonia,
hour after

reaching home.

In a Word.
"
Ingenuity, energy; in a word.
h°<
aoever of strength the man

him will lie written In the work

Haynes

is in

Ballard vale, Mass.

here

only last week.
an
child came down with the influenza,
died after an illness of only twelve hours.
a fa'”
She was a bright, lovable child, and
to

■lives.

on account

are

among the residents.

ill

State-aid road has been

suspended for the second time
of heavy rains.

here,

i end

Phcebk.
OAK

Work

his

and three

A .C.

EAST LAMOINh

Fred
There

Mrs.

C

7.

She is

pneumonia.

has

Orcutt.

Boy, Page Mr. Hoover.
Martins Ferry, O.—Here's a case for
Hoover. Following a wedding here 2-40
spring chickens were consumed by the
guests.

pommel.

wife left

Harbor,

witb Miss Alberta

device requira
knowledge of ballistics beno
Knowledge that such a science exists.
By one scheme two guns
are
to be fired simultaneously, the
shot being connected by a chain
to which bombs and incendiary deTt is
vices, etc., are to be attached.
clear that variations in powder or
differences in wear would make it impossible to predict which direction the
device would take.
Then There Is the Relay Shell.
Another favorite subject. mechanically unsound. Is the relay shell," a
shell acting as a small gun discharged
In mtd-alr and expelling a small Inner shell, the object being to obtain
an Increased range.
The fact Is that
a shell in flight does not point directly along Its trajectory, hut makes an
uncertain angle with it. so that accuracy of aim would be Impossible.
In the group of Inventions coming
under the head of motive power the
majority are of the “overbalancing
wheel" type, which dates from the
thirteenth century. Power Is to he obtained from other schemes of people
walking about floors and up and down
stairs; passenger lifts are to he used
os power hammers, and power Is to he
generated from the flow of rain water
from the rooms of houses.
Suggestions are also frequently received in connection with colored
The most remarkable
searchlights.
proposition of all In connection with
searchlights Is perhaps that of a “black
beam,” whatever that may mean, for
obscuring the moon.
Many Inventors are absolutely Impervious to argument or explanation
and are always dissatisfied with the
treatment they receive.
In this respect they contrast unfavorably with
a foreigner who submitted an
engine
which would not work, and concluded
the correspondence with thanks and
the admission that be was
“completely
cured” of the idea.
ing
tray

Ben Bunker and

n,

closed.

The

Miss Beatrice Hall of Hark

Many Inventors of

j

borne of

tbe

at

to Ellsworth

is

magnetos.
One of the most popular suggestions
of all is to attach a searchlight to an
antiaircraft pun. pet the light on the
object and shoot along the beam; but,
unfortunately, the path of a shell Is
quite different from that of the ray
elaborate
Most
“decoy”
of
liebt.
schemes are sometimes worked out for
the confusion of the enemy, comprisse sham factories
ing In at least one
with chimneys and hooters complete.
Not unnaturally aeronautics have
been favored by the inventors. Many
seem to have thought that the lifting
power of hydrogen is unlimited, for
they have supported nrmor-plated bnlloous, the trun: p u t of artillery by
airplane and of troops by balloon.
Shells and projectiles have received
not a little attention. Proposals Include
a shell containing grave! to lay a pathway over mud; another containing irritant powder or sticky substance to
hamper machine guns, and another for
holding many thousand feet of wire,
weights and a clock motor.

erecting power plants and establish
That the needs of this
ir.g Industrie*
community were met by libera! dona
tions of land for streets, churches
schools, and parks is in keeping with
the farsightedness of Mr Chisholm
whose vision did not atop with indus
trial development. He recognized the 1
'fact that a contented workman with
heme surroundings is not at
; happy
tained simply by the weekly pay roll.

summer

returned

| Tueir
i there.

chimneys.
One inventor proposes n machine of
the nature of a lawn mower ns lggge
ns a tank to make mincemeat of them.
The Scissor* Plane a New Idea.
The clouds are to be frozen artificially and puns mounted on them;
heavy puns are to be suspended from
captive balloons; the moon is to be
covered with a bip black balloon; airplanes are to be armed with scissors or
scythes, like Bondicea’s chariot, or to
trail bombs behind them on a long
corcl; heat rays are to be projected for the purpose of settinp Zeppelins
on fire; electric waves to paralyze th»

To*

Judson, who

son

bave

j Southwest

A shell to contain fleas or other vermin Inoculated with disease.
The spraying of cement over soldiers
so ns to petrify them.
The throwing of live wire cables
carrying a high voltage among advancing bodies of Infantry by means of
rockets.
Germany should ho attacked in one
rose by making a “tube” all the way,
and in another by employing trained
cormorants to
fly to Essen and
pick out the mortar from Krupp’s

Manufacturing

Unique

i

your competitors have
supplied suggestions for:

Population

and

Sedgw.ek,

iu

being

Falls.

tion.”
Meanwhile

to the installed waterwheels the year 1S90 at the “Falls" proper
unless some enterprise may he had there were but three or four farm
to utilize that power.
Through Mr. (iwt llings and a blacksmith shop.
In
was
efforts
Chisholm's
ihe entire town of Rumford there
capital
with were 241 poll taxpayers and the total
dams
construct
secured
to
which to develop the ISO ft. water estate, real and personal, was valued
falls at this place and to build a large at $280 464.00
In the town of Mexpulp and paper mill which is now ico adjacent to Rumford and now
Features of a
! one of the important tin ts of the In- really a part of the industrial commuCentre Attractive Houses and | ternational Paper Company But a nity. there were in 1S90, 104 poll taxpaper mill without railroad facilities payers. and the total valuation, both
a
Club House
would be practically useless, so the real and personal, was $105,083.00. In
added task of bringing the rails to 1917 these two small towns h.ve
A stranger visiting the busy and Rumfi id Falls wa; made necessary
grown to a community of about 10.prosperous town of Rumford Falls, The Rumford Fa’Is & Btickfleld R R. 000 inhabitants. Rumford Falls hav
was bought, and extensions made at
is immediately impressed by many
ifig 2640 poll taxpayers, and Mexico,
unusual conditions rarely found in a either end having Rumford Falls as S33 while the combined valuation is
subThe
the
northern
terminal
and
the
Maine
community.
manufacturing
55,848.6<0.0(5.
at Rumford Junction
stantial business blocks, containing Central R. R
Here is an illustration of the acgocd stores, hanks and offices are the southern end. This extended and cimiplishnients of
private initiative
perhaps to be expected, but a glance unproved road became known as the and enterprise
As a result of it
around
the
residential
sections Portland & Rumford Falls R R
there is distributed in weekly watte
b-ings an exclamation of surprise.
Having thus overcome the gr-eat a payroll of $60.000—or $3,000,000
each year by the corporations owing
their existence and being to the deof a great natural re-1
; velopment
oi.ree
of our State.
Thousands of
dollars in taxes are paid to the State
each year by these corporations and
h
consequent domestic and merean
tile life of the community.
Want of space forbids extended and
detailed accounts concerning the various activities of this community,
f r building a town involves
many,

a

perhaps,

shell with a man inside it to steer It
Tf so, pack In brown
at the target.
paper and dispatch to Inventions Department. British Ministry of Munitions.
Some months later you will
receive a polite notification Informing
von
that your Invention is receiving
‘heir collective and “earnest atten-

I waters

Hamlet o? Four Houses
Became a Town of 10,000

How

or.

spent the

left

here.

summer

Roy Bulger,

balloon to snatch the rifles from the
enemy’s hands hv means of suspended
few spare
magnets: or. maybe, n
snakes to hurl Into the trenches by

oxford

fcerie Robertson is employed
garage, Rockland.

Inventors.

London.—Pushing the war on Is the
It’s a great
popular hobby.
amusement. Perhaps you have a tame

and

spending
hive

latest

BKOOK8VILLK.

linr

Mrs. VV. F. Jude

Veil—Aeronautics Favored

J

Mias Ella Condon, who baa beer,
teach-

Burke lamily
last week foi their home in Virginia, after
tbe

*

_

SOUTH

summer.

the

u'

Dtnhrt

advancing

family bave returned
Harbor, wlure they spent

The last four of

when

eervieee »,/
held Monday afternoon at the
church
°c‘- 7‘
X. X.

Fred tlirlein and
from Soulbwest

FLEA SHELL IS OFFERED

’”‘1

yea re, had one ..I the best garden.
lo
seen on the rad.
Funeral

the

Sadie

Mrs.

of

,

Grindl« died at the home oi his
i0i,
Grindle, in Bar llartior. Mr.
Urn,die
eigbty-two year, old laat April,
hu(
apite ol la.limr health and

Ban-

and wife went to

week, by automobile.

gor laid

"

»oon

home
Ie
they are away.
This vicinity lout another ot
it, 0,d

CRANBERRY .ISLES.
Clifford Stanley, arife and baby returned
Warren

Haynes

bim

does.—Carlyle
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